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I. INTRODUCTION 
In the theory and practice of sampling finite populations two concepts 
are carefully distinguished in the literature. They are 
(1) the population of units, and 
(2) the frame for sampling the units. 
Concept (1) does not involve much more than a clear definition of the units 
deemed to belong to the population. However, concept (2) goes beyond a mere 
definition of an aggregate of units. It specifies the physical facilities, 
such as lists of units, to be employed to obtain access to individual 
sampling units. 
In many situations it is not possible to designate a unique reference 
frame for some reason. It then becomes necessary to supplement the original 
frame with an additional frame or frames in order to obtain full coverage of 
the population, and the investigator must design a survey based upon a 
multiplicity of sampling frames. In other situations, it is possible to 
designate one frame that will give complete coverage but it may be possible 
to use another frame to cover a subset of the original frame. Here, again, 
it may be advantageous to the investigator to consider his problem as being 
one of multiple frame sampling. 
Historically most uses of multiple frames have been concerned with 
(1) a "master" frame with 100 per cent coverage, and 
(2) a "cheap" frame not possessing 100 per cent coverage. 
Usually a sample design has been designated for both frames, but when­
ever a unit sampled from the "master" frame was encountered which belonged 
to the "cheap" frame it was discarded. 
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The approach to be presented and evaluated in this thesis uses a 
weighting system that allows all items obtained in the sampling from all 
frames to be included in the various estimators. After the sampling from a 
frame has been completed it is necessary to separate the sampled units into 
groups, as shown below, for the purpose of estimating group means and totals 
as well as overall means and totals. If the number of items in the popula­
tion belonging to each group is not known, the groups are referred to as 
"domains of study" or just "domains." In the multiple frame sampling scheme 
to be presented in this thesis, the concepts of post stratification and of 
domain estimation will play a major role. 
The notation that Hartley (I962) introduces for multiple frame surveys 
will be followed whenever possible and notation consistent with this will 
be added as required. Capital letter subscripts are used to indicate popu­
lation sizes, sample sizes, sample values, sample means, population means, 
population totals, and costs when they refer to a sampling frame. Small 
letter subscripts are to be used for the same quantities when they apply to 
either post-strata or domains. 
The "groups" referred to above arise as follows: if there are two 
sampling frames, there are three possible post-strata or domains. If the 
sample unit belongs to frame A only, it is in post-stratum or domain a. 
If the unit belongs to frame B only, it is in post-stratum or domain b. If 
the unit belongs to both frames, it is in post-stratum or domain ab. 
With three frames. A, B, and C, there are 2^-1 = 7 post-strata or 
domains as follows: a, b, c; ab, ac, be; abc. ¥ich k frames there will 
be 2' -1 domains. 
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Th^ sampling design may be different in each of the frames, but there 
are two basic assumptions that must hold for the theory to be of any prac­
tical value. Obviously, every unit in the population of interest must belong 
to at least one of the frames. It is easy enough to define the population 
of interest to be the population covercd by the available frames. It must 
also be possible to record for each sampled unit whether or not it belongs 
to one of the other frames. 
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II. PRINCIPAL DISES AND SUBCASES 
Hartley (1962) lists four principal situations to which the theory of 
multiple frame sampling designs can be applied. 
The first of these requires no new theory. In this situation, all 
domain sizes are known and it is possible to identify the domain to which 
each unit of the population belongs in advance of sampling. Therefore, the 
sample can be allocated directly to the domains and these then become strata 
for stratified sampling. The theory of stratified sampling is well known 
and readily available in such standard textbooks as Cochran (1963), Hansen, 
Hurwitz and Madow (1953) and Sukhatme (1954). 
The second situation retains the assumpcion that the domain sizes are 
known; however, the sample can only be allocated to the frames being used. 
With such a restriction, the domains become post-strata. The theory of post 
stratification can be found in Williams (i9c2). This case is important 
because in many of the possible applications of multiple frame theory, the 
domain sizes will be known. This will always be true whenever one of the 
frames completely covers the population. 
The third situation is also of great importance. In this case the 
domain sizes are not known, the frame sizes are known and the sampling is 
done by allocation to the frames. VJhen this situation occurs, the domains 
are identical to the domains of study introduced by the U. N. Subcommission 
on Sampling (l950) and used by Yates (1953)-
Hartley (1959) developed a general theory for domain estimation in 
conjunction with the treatment of analytic studies. The value of this 
situation is that when sampling from two or more lists, it is not ali.-ays 
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possible, or practical, to completely screen each list for sampling units 
appearing on the other lists. 
In the fourth situation, the frame sizes as well as the domain sizes 
are not known. However, it is assumed that the relative magnitude of the 
frame sizes is known and that it is possible to allocate the sample to the 
frame. Such a situation would exist when using lists or area maps that are 
not up to date with respect to the elements being investigated. It is 
assumed that any changes have been of a uniform nature and have not given 
any added advantage to any elements. The domains of definition under such 
a situation would be the same as domains with unknown population size. This 
is the situation that arises whenever a dynamic population is being investi-
fated. Because of this, it is the most practical situation of those men­
tioned; however, the theory connected with it will allow only estimation of 
population means. 
Of primary interest in this thesis will be situations two and three. 
Although the available sampling frames may not be as current as desired, 
the theory can be developed more fully for these situations. It is then 
possible to use this theory recognizing the possible difficulties of incom­
plete coverage by the sample frames. 
Three possible cases with respect to the coverage of the sampling frames 
will be considered. Within each of these coverage cases, the appropriate 
situations will be discussed for several possible sampling plans. For each 
plan considered, the estimator for the population total will be given along 
with the variance of this total. In addition to these quantities, alloca­
tion procedures will be obtained and comparisons between the approach pre­
sented in this thesis and its "competitors" will be considered. 
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In the first case, there are two frames neither of which completely 
covers the population but the union of the frames does present complete 
coverage. As an example of this, consider two separate lists that do not 
individually contain the entire population under consideration, but by 
pooling the lists and thus giving 100 per cent coverage, it is possible to 
estimate characteristics of the entire population. 
In the second case, one of the two frames contains all the elements of 
the population while the other frame contains only a subset of the popula­
tion. As an example of this, consider a population that can be located 
geographically, thus it is possible to give every member a chance of being 
selected by using one of the standard area sampling techniques. However, 
there exists a list, or some other subset of the population, that can be 
sampled more efficiently by some technique other than an area sample. This 
increase in efficiency may arise because the elements of the subset have a 
different amount of variation than the elements not in the subset. --Or it 
could arise because the elements of the subset can be sampled at less cost 
per item than those not in the subset. 
The first case is more appropriate to situation three in which only 
the frame sizes are known while the domain sizes are unknown. The second 
case is more appropriate to situation two in which both the domain and 
frame sizes are known, but the sample can only be allocated to the frame. 
The third case in which there are more than two frames is actually the 
most general case. For example, it might take more than two separate lists 
to completely cover the population. A practical example of such a situation 
would be when the population under consideration is defined as being all the 
hunters in a given state. Several lists would be necessary to cover the 
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papulation since states often require a separate license for each type of 
animal hunted. The cost of screening all lists for duplication would be 
quite large; thus, benefits would be received by using the techniques of 
multiple frame surveys. 
The third case actually includes the other two as special cases and 
the first includes the second as a special case. 
III. GENERAL THEORY AND ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES 
In order to make complete utilization of the resources expended when 
more than one sample frame has been used, Hartley (1962) has suggested that 
the value of the variable under consideration for these sampling units 
located in more than one frame be assigned a weight coefficient depending 
upon the frame from which it was sampled. These weight coefficients are 
such that if an item is drawn from each frame of which it is a member, these 
will sum to unity. This characteristic is also of value in obtaining 
unbiased estimates of population means and totals. 
This method of weight coefficients actually creates non-overlapping 
strata out of the overlapping frames. With the new strata the techniques 
of estimation are greatly simplified. For example, when there are two 
frames A and B that overlap, there are three post-strata or domains, a, b, 
and ab. Letting y^ be the value of the y characteristic of the i^^ samp­
ling unit define 
= y^ if the i^^ unit is in a 
, .th . . , (1) 
= py^ if the 1 unit is in ab 
when sampling from the A frame. Define 
= qy^ if the i^^ unit is in ab 
= y. if the i^^ unit is in b 
1 
when sampling from the B frame. Thus, the number of units in the inter­
section ab have been artificially doubled, creating two mutually exclusive 
strata with the u characteristic attached to the units of each strata. 
Clearly, the population total of the original y characteristic is equal 
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to the population total of the newly constructed u characteristic, as long 
as p + q = 1. 
When three frames are used to give complete population coverage there 
are three areas of double overlap and one of triple overlap. The area in 
•which only frames A and B intersect is notated as ab and observations are 
weighted by either p^^ or q^^ depending upon whether they are from the frame 
A sample or from the frame B sample. The weights for the intersection of A 
and C are p and q , and for the intersection of B and C are p, and q, . 
ac ac' be be 
The triple overlap area weights are p^, p^, and p^ depending upon the frame 
from which sampled. 
In order to obtain the estimators and variances when dealing with three 
frames, the u variable above may be extended as follows. When sampling from 
frame A define 
u. = y. if the i^^ unit 
1 1 
= p , y. if the 1 unit 
ab 1 
= p y. if the i^^ unit 
*^ac 1 
• n ? .th . 
= p, y. if the 1 unit 
^A 1 
When sampling from frame B define 
u^ = y^ if the i*"^ unit 
•  ^ , 1  « t h  .  
= q^^ if the 1 unit 
.^ , .th . 
= p, y. if the 1 unit 
be 1 
= Pg y^ if the i^^ unit 
and when sampling from frame C define 
. - . th 
u. = y. It the 1 unit 
1 1 
is in a 
is in ab 
is in ac 
is in abc. 
(5) 
is in b 
is in ab 
is in be 
is in abe. 
(^) 
is in c 
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~ %c 
if the 
. th 
1 unit is in ac 
= %c if the 
. th 
1 unit is in be (5) 
= Pr if the 
. th 
1 unit is in abc. 
For the population total 
to be equal to 
U = Z u. (7) 
i ^ 
it is necessary and sufficient that 
Pab ^  ^ab 
= 1 
Pac "^ac 
= 1 
Pbc ^  %c 
= 1 
PA + PB + Pc 
= 1 
(8) 
Therefore, to estimate the population total, obtain an estimate of the 
total U in each of the frames and sum. Similarly, to obtain the variance 
of this estimate we may use the results for stratified sampling on the u 
characteristic. For the estimation of the population mean, Hartley (I962) 
recommends applying the estimator of the population total to the count 
variable thus obtaining an estimate of the population size. The ratio of 
these two can then be used to estimate the mean. This estimate will, of 
course, be affected by the technical bias of the ratio estimator. 
For the several specific situations and designs that follow, the above 
system of weights will be used for the estimators and variances. It will 
be shown that the introduction of these weights will usually increase but 
never decrease the precision of the estimator compared with that obtained 
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when not using weights. Actually in all cases the usual estimator can be 
found by setting one weight in each of the weight conditions equal to unity 
and the remainder equal to zero. 
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IV. ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE GENERAL APPROACH 
In this section, the cases and situations mentioned in Chapter II will 
be discussed in detail to show the results of the application of the 
general theory given in the previous chapter. Some of the examples given 
here have direct applicability to actual surveys that have been carried 
out. For others, it is not difficult to envisage surveys to which they 
could be applied. 
A. Neither Frame Equals 100 Per Cent 
Consider first the case with two frames neither of which completely 
covers the population of interest while their union does cover the popula­
tion. This 100 per cent coverage is sometimes achieved only because the 
population originally under investigation has been redefined to match the 
coverage given by the two frames. Two situations will be considered with 
this case. The first is situation two of Chapter II in which the number of 
units in the intersection of the two frames is known, but in which it is 
not possible to identify the group to which each unit belongs before 
sampling. Thus, the theory of post stratification will be used to obtain 
the estimates and variances. The second situation to be considered is 
situation three of Chapter II in which the number of units in the inter­
section is not known. For this illustration, the ordinary theory of strat­
ified sampling must be applied to the u variable in the two strata. 
1. Number in intersection known 
a. Simple random sampling in both frames Hartley (I962") gives the 
estimators and variances for these two situations whenever simple random 
sampling has been used in both frames. In the first situation, the post 
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stratified estimator of the total Y = U is given by 
* = Va + "ab Vb (9) 
where N , N, , and N , are the total number of units in each of the three 
a' b' ab 
post strata. The means ^àb^ ^b' and are all obtained from the 
sample, yj^ is the mean of the sample units drawn from the A frame that are 
also in the B frame, y^'^ is the mean of the sample units drawn from the B 
frame that are also in the A frame. It is shown in Cochran (I963 ) that if 
the sample is large and if the variances within the post strata do not 
differ a great deal, then the variance of such post stratified estimation 
would be 
V(Y) = "a + °ab "ab {°f "b + °îb "ab <1°' 
where o^, o?, and o^, are the within post strata variances and finite popu-
a b' ab 
lation corrections have been ignored. 
This is the same as the variance when regular stratification is used 
and the units have been allocated to the strata in proportion to the size 
of the strata, i.e.: 
"h 
"h = T " 
After a little algebra, (lO) can be written 
(1-G) + G (1-P) + P «ibj (12) 
N . Nab 
where OL = -— , P = -— which is the result given by Hartley (igoS). 
A '^B . 
l4 
Williams (1962) gives a general approach for finding the variance of 
post stratified estimates. To obtain the variance of the post stratified 
estimator of any quantity in any type of sampling, insert the variate 
.f . = .y - .Y into the usual variance formula of that particular design. 
1 tj I-'tj X 
Using this approach to this problem, the variance would be 
Nf fN.-l N_-^-l 1 [n^-I N ,-1 
°ab q 
(13) 
Thus, whenever the population and the frames sampled are large, the two 
estimates are approximately equal. 
In this thesis, Williams' procedure will be used to obtain the variance 
of the estimators whenever the sampling situation is such that post strati­
fication is the appropriate estimation technique, i.e., whenever the number 
of units in the various groups of the population is known. 
Assuming a simple cost function 
= =A"A + 'B°B ' (1^0 
where C is total cost of sampling, c^ is the cost of obtaining an observa­
tion from the A frame and c^ is the cost of obtaining an observation from 
the B frame, it is possible to find the values of n^, n^, and p that will 
give a minimum value for the variance whenever the cost of sampling is fixed 
or a minimum cost whenever the value of the variance is predetermined. 
Conceptually, this does not constitute a difficult problem. Using the 
given cost as a side condition, the classical technique of Lagrangian 
multipliers can be used. After some labor, the optimum value of p is given 
by Hartley (1962) to be one of the solutions of the biquadratic 
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<=B S- ' (1-P) + P 9=" "^ab} 
which can be rearranged to be 
[<Z5g(L-P) + P Q^] = K[5S (^1-Q:) + a P^ ] (l6) 
where 
cff of 
"& = ?r 
ab ab 
and 
K = ^ (18) 
A 
Letting 0g(l-P) = B and ^^(l-O:) = A, this becomes 
(p-Ka)p^-2 (P-K0:)p^ + [(p-m) + (B-KA)]p2 + 2KAp - KA = 0 (I9) 
or 
The roots of this biquadratic may be found using an exact procedure 
such as Ferrari's which can be found in most textbooks concerned with the 
theory of equations. Because of the side conditions that p and q are both 
to be positive and such that p + q = 1 the root of this expression which 
lies between zero and one is to be chosen (for existence proof see p.19). 
Once the value of p has been obtained the optimum values of n^ and n^ 
can be found from the expressions 
fsl (l-a) + a 
\ "ab — 71 1 
l6 
= * «B «ab ^ ) (21) 
where 
C 0 = 
With these values of n. and n„ the variance of Y becomes 
A B 
V ( î )  =  + (|)(^ ) jdg(l-p)+pq2j (22) 
and 
v*(ï) = ^ . (23) 
^A ab ^A 
A method that yields approximately optimum values for p, n^, n^, is 
to select three arbitrary values of p. For each of these determine the 
value of the variance, Equation 23. There are then three values of p and 
three values of the variance. To these fit a quadratic function in p of 
the form 
V*(Y) = ap2 + bp + c (24) 
The value of p that minimizes Equation 2h is the approximate optimum 
for p. In general this value of p is p = - b/2a . By using this p the 
optimum n. and n„ can then be obtained. 
A B 
Three convenient values of p to use are 0.0, 0.5; and 1.0. When using 
these Equation 24 becomes 
v*(Y) = 2[v(o.o) -  2V(0.5) + v(i .o)]  p^ -  [3v(o.o)-4v(o.5)+v(i .o)]  p 
+ V(o.o).  (25) 
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and the optimum value of p is 
3v("o.o')  -  + vfi .o) 
^ Mv(o.o) -  2v(0.5) + v(l .o)]  
(26) 
_ 1  vCo.o) -  Y(l.O) 
2 4[V(0 .0)  - 2V(0.5) + V(l.O)] • 
As an illustration of the two methods and a comparison between them, 
consider the following hypothetical situation. 
Let 
a = .2 
P = .8 
1 
and 
"a 
Such a situation would arise where frame A covers about 95 per cent of 
the population with the remaining five per cent being covered by B which 
has 8o per cent of its values also in the A frame. B covers about 23 per 
cent of the population. The assumption is made that the units belonging to 
the B frame are homogeneous with respect to their variance. This is repre­
sented by 
0^ , 
1 • 
b 
It is also assumed that the units belonging to the A frame are more variable 
than the units belonging uniquely to the smaller B frame. In this example 
the value is selected as twice as large. Finally it is assumed that the 
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cost per unit of sampling from the smaller frame is twice the cost per unit 
of sampling from the larger frame. 
For this example the equation for the optimum value of p is 
P 
p - 2p - 6.5P + 4p - 2 = 0 . (27) 
Solution of this yields two complex roots, one negative root, and the value 
p = .79 as the single real root between zero and one. 
Using the approximate technique, selecting as the arbitrary p values 
0, .5, and 1.0, the variance law is 
V*(Y) = 2.62 - I.03p + 66p2 (28) 
where 
^ A ab A 
The p which minimizes V^ (Y) and thus V(Y) is 
_ 1_ 2.62 - 2.2^ 
^ - 2 4[2.62 - 2(2.27) + 2.25] ^ 
= .78 
Substituting p = .78 into (21) and (25) 
yields 
"a ' /"A ' -^5, "B = ' 
and 
V*(Y) = 222 . 
In this example the approximate method yields an optimum that is quite 
close to the value obtained by solving the biquadratic by more exact methods. 
An indication of the closeness of the approximation of V^^Y) to 
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V*{y), Equation 23, at the optimum value of p is the fact that they are both 
equal to 222 when p is equal to .78. In situations where the two approaches 
do not produce p's that are as close together as in this example, the value 
of the variance does not seem to be affected to any great extent by using 
the less exact p, since the first differential of V with respect to p is 
zero at the optimum. Consideration of Equation 20 indicates that there will 
always be at least one root in the interval (O.l). This is because the sign 
of Equation 20 when p = 0 will always be different than when p = 1. In case 
of multiple roots in the (O.l) interval the root that yields the minimum 
value for the variance can be determined by substituting the alternatives 
into the variance formula and comparing the results obtained. 
b. Quota sampling in one frame An alternate procedure to the above, 
is to take a simple random sample of size n^ from the A frame and observa­
tions at random from the B frame with a predetermined .number n^ to be 
obtained from the b group. 
With this procedure, whenever a unit selected from B is found to be in 
A, it is rejected. This has the effect of a plan with p = 1, q = 0, n^ 
fixed, and n^ dependent upon the number necessary to obtain the desired 
sample in b. 
Using primes on the sample sizes to distinguish them from the previous 
case, this estimator is 
+  + V b  (31 )  
where 
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The first two terms represent the post-stratification of the sample from 
the A frame. The second term represents the estimate of the total in the b 
domain obtained from the B frame. Since the domain sizes are assumed to be 
/N 
known the variance of Y' can be written as 
V C ? ' )  =  ^  
A I b 
By setting p = 1 and q = 0 in (52) the variance of Y' can be written as 
(1-G) + ogb oj + (1-P) og (33) 
By using the concept of Haldane sampling as presented in Cochran (19^3) the 
expected value of n^ in order to obtain the predeterminant number n^ in 
the b domain is 
= "b ^ • (3^-) 
When this is substituted for n^ in V*(Y'), V(Y') is obtained. Thus 
V(Y') will be the expected value of V*(y*) whenever the sample size, 
desired is large enough that the difference E(l/ng) - 1/E(n^) is negligible. 
Since any screening procedure is a special case of the multiple frame 
approach when the weights are 0 and 1 any screening procedure will always 
be less efficient than using the optimum weights unless some cost advantage 
is obtained by using the screening. 
A cost equation that recognizes the possibility of such an advantage 
would be 
= VI + C-ai;'" Cab + S P5) 
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where 
)" = the number of sample units located in the ab domain when 
sampling from the B frame, 
^ab ~ the cost of determining if a unit selected from the B frame 
is in the ab domain (screening cost) 
Cg = the cost of determining complete information, including 
domain location, from units selected from the B frame. 
Since )" is a random variable when n^ is fixed it is necessary to 
deal with the expected cost of this sampling procedure. Now (n^^^)" = n^ 
- , thus the expected value of (n^^)" is 
E(»ab)" = 
• •; è 
and the expected value of the cost is 
E(C) = ^ ^ab + 
= n'C. + n,' C* .  (^7) 
The optimum values of n^ and n^ that will minimize V(Y') subject to 
the above expected cost are 
:(c)K^ {of (l-a) + a}' 
n. = 
f 
E(c) (l-a) + gj 
C^ [ 4. 
22 
E(C) d, 
\ cTif u 
"B + + «I 
Using these values of n^ and n^ the variance of Y' becomes 
••f ib -A 
V(Y')  E(C) (39) 
Using the definition of C| = , V(Y' ) becomes 
V(Y')  =  "f °fb E(C) 
rv C ^ 
d^(i-a)+o^ + 2 _ak)l 
(40) 
In the previous section the variance of a plan that utilized the 
multiple frame approach with a random sample from each frame was given as 
V(Y) = ——^—- I [<25^(1-O:)+Q: P^] + | (•^) [dg(l-P)+P 9^1 | (^l) 
When E(C) is equal to C and when CG is the same for both types of 
sampling, the square root of the ratio of these variances is 
jdA(i-o)+aj^  + ^  (7^ '^ |i-9(i-w')j^  jdgfi-goj^  
R = 
|<2!^ (i-a)+a p^ j^  + I (-^  ^idg(i-P) + Pj* 
(42) 
where w' = the ratio of screening cost per unit to total cost 
per unit when sampling from the B frame. 
The left hand terms of the denominator will always be less than the 
corresponding term of the numerator unless p = 1. The right hand term of 
the denominator will always be greater than the corresponding term of 
numerator unless w' = 1 and q = 0. 
Thus if w' = 1 and p = 1 the ratio R will be one as would be expected. 
For the hypothetical situation considered in the previous section the ratio 
as a function of w' is 
R = .60 + . 16 V 2 4- .8w' ^ .86 + .23 V.2 + .8w' 
• (\J 
R(0) = .96 (4$) 
R(I) = 1,09 
The w' for which R is equal to one is w' = .26 . 
Thus whenever the cost of determining the domain to which a sampled 
unit belongs is more than 26 per cent of the total cost of all the desired 
information from a unit, the multiple frame approach will have a smaller 
variance than the approach that sets a quota for the number desired from 
the b domain and screens out those units obtained in the B frame sample 
which are in the ab domain. 
c. Screening of the units in the overlap area A variation of the 
above alternate to the multiple frame approach in this situation is to have 
a fixed sample size from the entire B frame rather than fixing the number 
observed in the nonoverlap area of the B frame. Such an alteration in 
procedure changes the form of the expected cost equation. The cost equation 
is still 
C = VI + (".b)" =ab • "is C**») 
but now n^^ and n^ are the random variable and n^ is fixed. Therefore 
the expected cost becomes 
= VÀ "È ^N~ ^ab N~ S) 
(45) 
= 
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where 
S" 
= P + (1-P) 
= 1-P (1 -
-
(46) 
The variance of Y' with this sampling scheme is the same as V*(Y'), 
Equation 33, and is 
° ^ {°î (1-^') + ° ibj + (i-p) °®b 
With the new form of the cost equation the values of n* and n* that 
A B 
minimize this variance are 
n. 
_ E(C) 
~ Cf 
+ 0:^  
A + (-À): 2 
and 
• i - f  
( 
{DGFL-P)}" + (FLO' 2 + A}": 
(48) 
Using these values of n^ and n^, V^(Y') becomes 
V*(Y') = "I °fb '=A 
E(C*) 
A (49) 
Since 
C* = C 1^-P (1 -
V*(Y') can also be written as 
0^  C 
i^(l-a) «] + I -
C_ JÏ M 2 
B J 
f 
/ 
which is identical to the final form of V(Y'), Equation 4o. Therefore, 
whenever E(C), Equation 37, is equal to E(C^), Equation 4$, any comparisons 
made between quota sampling and multiple frame sampling in section b are 
identical for the current case of screening with no quota being imposed. 
This equality will hold whenever n^ is equal to its expectation E(nj|^) = 
% • 
2. Number in the domains unknown 
a. Simple random sample from each of two frames Ifhen sampling 
from several frames the situation is frequently encountered in which the 
number of units in each frame is known but the number in the various 
domains is not known. This is referred to as situation three in Chapter 
II. For simplicity two sampling schemes will be considered and compared. 
In this section simple random sampling will be used in each frame and the 
multiple frame weighting procedure will be used for units found to be in 
both frames. In the next section a possible alternative that utilizes 
screening procedures will be developed and compared with the estimator to 
be developed in this section. 
Hartley (1962) presents the estimator of the population total, its 
variance and the optimization formulas for the sample sizes in terms of the 
weights when using simple random sampling from each of two frames. He does 
not give the equations for the weights but mentions that they are biquad­
ratic in nature and similar to the equations developed for the two frame 
and known domain size situation covered in section 1. These equations as 
well as a more detailed derivation of his results will be presented here. 
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The estimator of the total of any characteristic Y is given by 
Y - + PYL.R + - (5I) 
n, l^a n^ Tb ^^ab f ' 
A L > B 
Note that this may be obtained by applying the technique mentioned in 
Chapter III to the U characteristic attached to all units in both frames. 
If the finite population corrections are ignored, the variance of Y 
will be 
.(i) . s (?!. s fil (») 
where 
"A "A "B "B 
?" (^ AJ - + F' (P'ABJ -
and (55) 
"f = t If' " ?" 
A more useful form of the variance of Y is obtained by applying the 
standard formula for the comparison of random sampling with proportionally 
allocated stratified sampling. Cochran (I965), page 99; gives the following 
formula for the variance of an estimate of the mean of a random sample 
Z (Y^ - Y)2 
V random = V prop + (5^) 
Since Y is an estimate of a total, this becomes for Y 
V(ï) = - (l-a) cf + a p2 + o(l-a) (y^ -
A I j 
(55) 
OG + P Q2 + P(L-P) (YB - Q^ AB) 
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The increase in variance caused by not knowing the size of the overlap 
area, ab, is given by the terms that include the domain means. Tliis 
increase is 
"I f . ^ 1 
A \ / B V 
(56) 
N N , N, N , 
A B 
Note that this expression increases as the size of the overlap increases. 
The optimum value of the weight, p, is determined in a manner similar 
to the one used when the domain size was known. It is necessary to intro­
duce some new parameters in order to handle the terms containing the domain 
means in the variance of Y. 
Let these new parameters be 
and (57) 
With these V(Y) can be written as 
r 1 
V(Y) = j(l-G) of + a p2 ogh + a(l-a) Ygy (6-p)=j A 
'k 
(58) 
+ — J(L-P) EG + P OGY + P(L-P) " 9) 2 I 
Setting the partial derivative of this expression with respect to 
and n^, subjects to the familiar cost restruction, C = C^n^ + C^n^, equal 
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to zero and solving them for n^ and n^ yield 
A 
N' 
A 
|(l-a) of + g P= ogb + 
A C ,  
and 
"B = 
|(I-P) OG + P Q2 + P(I-P) % 
A C. 
(59) 
Introducing the parameters 
«I 
?b 
I °S 
and 
V = ib 
ab 
(60) 
and replacing n^ and n^ in the variance, V(Y), by their optimum values, 
yields 
N? 0^^ c. r 
V(Y) - ——PI + Q P^  + a(l-Q:)(Ô-P)^  V J 1-h-
c 
+ (?) (^ ) [(1-P) + P + P(I-P) (Y-Q)^  V~^ ]^  
A 
(61) 
This expression is similar to Equation 22 for the case of known domain 
sizes. Given values of the new parameters, y, à and v, in addition to the 
parameters needed in the previous section, the value of p that minimizes 
V(Y) may be approximated by using the same technique as was used in that 
section; namely to select three values of p and obtain the value of 
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V«{I) = (62) 
A ab A 
for each of them. These three p values and their corresponding values 
may be used to approximate the V* curve with a second degree polynomial. 
It is quite easy then to obtain the p that minimizes the approximating 
polynomial. 
As an illustration of this approach consider the following situation. 
Let O: = .2^ P = .8, 0  ^ = 2, (/g = 1, Cg/= 2, y = 5, 6 = 1, v = 1 . Using 
the values of 0, .5, and 1.0 for p^ the quadratic variance law is 
V*(Y) = . 2 2 p 2  -  . 1 5 p  +  1 . 9 9  ( 0 )  
which is minimized for p = .$4. To illustrate the closeness of fit of the 
quadratic V*(Y) to V*(Y) take this case of p = .3^. 
V * ( Y )  =  , 2 2 ( . 3 4 ) 2  _  . 1 5 ( . 3 4 )  +  1 . 9 9  =  1.98 
V*(Y) = [1.6 + .2(.34)2 + .16(1-.34)2]% (64) 
+ .35 [.2 + .8 (I-.34)^ + .16 (5-.66)^]^ 
= 1.97 
The influence of the size of the various parameters upon the optimum 
value of p can be illustrated by holding the other parameters constant and 
varying the parameter of interest. Because of the large number of parameters 
that influence V*(Y). tables of the optimum size of p for only three levels 
of each parameter would require 3^ sets of calculations. Although this 
amount of computation would not be any great problem with an available 
computer, it is felt that such a volume of numbers would not be of suffi­
cient benefit to warrant their inclusion in this thesis. 
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If the sample sizes, and n^, have been selected for some purpose 
other than to minimize the variance, V(Y), the values of p and q that will 
minimize the variance given the predetermined values of n^ and n^ can be 
found. As usual the process followed is to take the derivatives of the 
variance with respect to p, set them equal to zero and solve for p. 
In order to simplify the taking of derivatives of the variance. Equa­
tion 55 can be rearranged as follows with respect to p. 
V(Y) . «[IB + (1-G)  ^ + (L-P) 
- P[°:B - (I-P) \B(\ - ^ .B)]J 
U Î I (65) 
+  { +  «  9  +  { [ P  i b  +  ( i - p )  { <  +  
Setting the partial derivative of this expression with respect to p 
equal to zero and solving for p, results in 
r =(:-«) Vab + rp{ib- (l-P) - ?ab)} 
A B I ) 
- a + (i-a) B {cfb + (i-p) \l) 
Making use of the new parameters where 
- - - °^ B 
?A = 6 , YB = 7 YGB AND V = 2=- ^ (6?) 
the optimum p becomes 
7a: 
(l-a) Ô + |v + (l-p) (l-7)j> 
P = ^ (68) 
l-a + I ^  (v + 1 - p) 
B o 
and since q = 1-p, q = ^ 
(l-v) 7 + 1 (l-a) (l-ô)| 
V + 1-P + p/a (v -r l-a) 
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b. Screening of one frame As in the known domain size case it is 
possible to compare the multiple frame estimator using optimum weighting of 
the information obtained from the overlap area with a procedure that screens 
out the sample units selected from one frame that are in the overlap area. 
A cost equation appropriate to this section that recognizes the possi­
bility of a cost advantage to screening would be 
 ^ = VA + "AB ^ AB 
where (as before) sampled units have been found in the overlap area when 
taking a sample of size n^ = + n^ from the B frame. The two costs, 
and Cg, respectively represent the cost of determining that a unit 
sampled from the B frame is in the overlap area and the cost of obtaining 
all desired information from units sampled from the B frame (including the 
cost of the determination of the units location with respect to the two 
domains). 
Again n^^ and n^ are random variables and it is necessary to consider 
the expected cost of this screening procedure. This expected cost would be 
E(C) = + TY + S (1-2)3 
= VA + "B"? • 
The variance of Y using the screening procedure would be 
?i(?) - r + « °îb " 2(^-3) 
(70) 
A 
S N? 
(71) 
^ OG + P(L-P) ^  
'AB 7 
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The optimum values for and n^ are obtained from Equation 59 by 
setting p = 1 and q = 0 as well as by setting the derivatives of Equation 
71 subject to Equation 70 equal to zero and solving for n^ and n^. These 
are 
((I-G) + G OGB + 0(1-0) 
A c .  
h 
and (72) 
|(l-g) og + P(l-P) y^} 
Combining these expressions with the expected cost and variance 
equations and using the optimum values of n^ and n^ gives for the variance 
of Y 
Vi(Y) = " j[(l-a) 4)^ +a(i-a)(ô-l)=^ v"^)^ 
+ (f) 
A 
1-P (1 - 7^ ) 
S -
02 
[(1-P) D* + P(I-P) 7= 
where 
0* ab -= C [1-A (1 - —)] 
S - 9 (Cs - Cab) (7M 
= P C^ l, + (1-P) C. 
5:? 
Setting the cost, C, of using the weights equal to the expected cost, 
E(C), of using the screening estimator and taking the square root of the 
ratio of the two variances yields an expression of the relative size of 
the two variances as a function of the eight parameters used to determine 
the optimum value for p and the ninth parameter the ratio of the 
screen cost to the complete interview cost. This ratio is 
V (Y % 0A + A P2 + A(I-A) (6-?)= 
{[(l-a) + a + cc(i-a) (ô-l)^  v"^ ]" 
(|)(^ ) [(l-P) dg + + P(l-P)(7-q)^  
(75) 
+ (|)(^ ) [(1-2) + P(L-P) 7^ V [1-P(1 - •^ )] I 
Using the parametric values given on page 29 the ratio as a function 
of C /C is 
ab B 
'VIILV' = K22 
1.34 + .72 (.2 + .8 02^ /0%)% J 
For the multiple frame estimator to be the more efficient this ratio 
should be less than one and the values of C^^/Cg that accomplish this are 
easily found to be 
>- .7 (77) 
B 
or whenever the screening cost is greater than 70 per cent of the total 
sampling cost. 
3. Estimation of domain sizes 
In section 2 the problem of estimating the total, Y, of a general 
characteristic y when the number of units in the separate domains of a two 
frame sample is not known is considered. This section will consider a 
special case of this, namely, the estimation of these unknown domain sizes 
and the total number of elements in the population. 
Estimates of these quantities are valuable in themselves as well as 
useful as denominators for ratio estimates of the mean of some y character­
istic, This problem has been considered by Williams (1957) and by King 
(i960). Their procedures are summarized by Bryant and King (I960). Williams 
(1957) uses a maximum likelihood approach to the problem and King (1960) 
uses a minimum modified chi-square approach. In this section the multiple 
frame weighting approach will be utilized. The results of the above 
authors will be presented and some analytical and numerical comparisons 
will be made between the approaches. These will be for the situations when 
there are either two or three frames and the sample sizes have been pre­
selected but are not necessarily optimal for the purpose of domain size 
estimation. 
Finally the multiple frame approach will also be considered for the 
general problem of determination of sample allocation as well as optimum 
weights. King (I96O) and Williams (1957) did not consider this problem. 
a. Simple random sampling from each of two frames Although there 
are three domains^ a, ab, and b, when there are two frames A and B it is 
only necessary to estimate one domain size optimally because the estimates 
of the other two domain sizes may be obtained by subtraction from the known 
frame sizes. For example, if is estimated from the sample drawn then 
N is estimated by subtracting N , from N. and N, is estimated by sub-
a •' ab A b 
tracting from 
(1) Multiple frame estimation and variance of the estimate of 
When simple random samples of size n^ and n^ have been drawn from the A 
frame and B frame, respectively, the multiple frame estimate and variance 
of the estimate of the numbers of population units in the overlap area, 
may be obtained from the general y characteristic results of section 2 by 
defining the y characteristic for units in the A and B frames as follows: 
y. = 0 if the unit is in a, =1 if the unit is in ab 
A ' 
y^ = 0 if the unit is in b, =1 if the unit is in ab. 
With these values for the variable y the estimator Y, Equation $1, 
becomes 
= P F °ÀB +1 ^  °À'B 
A B 
where n^j^ is the number of units observed in the ab domain when sampling 
from the A frame and n^^ is the same when sampling from the B frame. The 
variance. Equation p5, becomes 
V(N , ) = P^  — A(I-A) + Q2 — ?(l-p) . (79) 
(2) The determination of the optimum £ for £ given sample size 
First assume that the two sample sizes are preselected but not optimized. 
Then it will only be necessary to obtain the value of p and q that will 
minimize the variance. To obtain these quantities the partial derivatives 
of Equation 79; with respect to p and q will be taken subject to 
the La Grangian condition that p -i- q = 1 and set equal to zero. This 
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work yields 
N| a(i-a) + p(l-p) 
and 
n N 
q = 1 - p = (1 + 
B a 
Using these quantities for p and q the variance of the estimate becomes 
- 1  
^opt(^ab) a(i-a) N? P(l-^)) 
B 
N? 
= — «(I-Û:) P (8I) 
A 
N| 
= — P(i-P) q • 
It is also possible to estimate by using information from either 
of the two samples drawn. From the A frame sample the estimate would be 
«ÂB = R (8^ ) 
A 
From the B frame sample the estimate would be 
«à'b = ^ -ab 
When the frame sizes are sufficiently large, the binomial distribution theory 
may be applied to obtain the variance of these quantities. Thus with large 
N. and N the variances become 
A B 
and 
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WF N N 
e) - r) 
A A A 
= — Q;(I-0!) 
N? N, N, 
N? 
(85) 
= ~ P(L-P) • 
D 
Note that Equation j8j can be written as the weighted average of 
these two estimates. 
Kb '  P + q , (86) 
where p + q = 1, and thus the variance of is 
V(N^ T) + (87) 
NF 
= P= «(!-«) + QZ P(I-P) 
A B 
which is the same as Equation 79 page 55-
It is easily shown that when the optimum value of p is used the vari­
ance of N , is never greater than the variance of either of the estimates 
ab 
computed from a single sample. .For example, consider the expressions 
- VT(\B) • R (I-P) (88) 
A 
and 
VO^ab) - Vopt(«3b) = — P(l-P) (i-q) • (69) 
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These will always be non-negative as long as p and q are between zero and 
one. 
The best estimators of and are obtained by subtracting the opti-
mal N , from the known frame sizes N. and N„, 
ab A 
KA = 
and (90) 
KB = *8 - GAB ' 
Since these estimates only constitute a change in location from the esti­
mator for N , the variance of each of these will be the same as that 
ab 
derived above for N , . 
ab 
Also the best estimate of the population size would be 
Â = «A + KB + «LB = "A ^  "B - \B (91) 
with the same variance as N , . 
ao 
(5) Effect on the variance of £ departure from the optimum 2 
Since the optimum value of p depends upon unknown values of and only 
an approximate optimum can be used in applied situations. In this section 
the effect of departures from the true optimum will be considered. 
The variance of is given by Equation 87 to be 
v(Nab) = ;r 0(1-3) + - (92) 
A B 
This can be rewritten as 
N? 1 
V = [p^ + r ] (93) 
A 
where 
N 
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Since 
— a(i-a) 
is a constant let 
V* = a(l-a) 
-1 
V 
so that 
V* = r ^ . 
The optimum value is given by Equation 8O to be 
P = 1 + 
"a "B 
(1 + R)-I . 
With this value of p, V* becomes 
'opt = (1 + r)"^ 
If the selected value of p is 1006 per cent of the optimum p, 
,-l 
Px = à(l + r) 
then 
6^ r + (i + r - 6)2 
r( 1 + r)^ 
(94) 
(95) 
(96) 
(97) 
(98) 
(99) 
The ratio of V* to V* gives the relative increase in the variance 
0 opt 
of the estimate caused by not using the optimum value of p. This ratio is 
(100) 
V* 
V* ^ 
opt 
6^ r + (1 + r - 6)2 
r (1 + r) 
This quantity is given in Table 1 for 
0 < r < 1 and 0 < 6 < 1 + r . (lOl) 
When r exceeds one the va^ue of p will exceed one-half and thus this analy­
sis can be reversed and q used in place of p. 
4O 
XAUE 1. 
0 . 1  .2 O A .5 . 6 .7 . 9  1 .0  
CO 11.0 
oo 9.10 
OO 
<>» 
OO 
OO 
OO 
Co 
OO 
OO 
OO 
7.40 
5.90 
4.60 
3.50 
2.60 
1.90 
1.4o 
1.10 
1.00 
1.10 
6.00 
5.05 
4.20 
3.45 
2.80 
2.25 
1.80 
1.45 
1.20 
1.05 
1.00 
1.05 
1.20 
4.33 
3.70 
3.13 
2.63 
2.20 
1.83 
1.53 
1.30 
1.13 
1.03 
1.00 
1.03 
1.13 
1.30 
3.50 
3.02 
2.60 
2.22 
1.90 
1.62 
l.4o 
1.22 
1.10 
1.02 
1.00 
1.025 
1.10 
1.22 
1.4o 
3.00 
2.62 
3.28 
1.98 
1.72 
1.50 
1.32 
1.18 
1.08 
1.02 
1.00 
1.02 
1.08 
1.18 
1.32 
1.50 
2.67 
2.35 
2.07 
1.82 
1.60 
1.42 
1.27 
1.15 
1.07 
1.02 
1.00 
1.02 
1.07 
1.15 
1.27 
1.42 
1.60 
1.42 
2.15 
1.91 
1.70 
1.51 
1.35 
1.22 
1.12 
1.05 
1.01 
1.00 
1.01 
1.05 
1.12 
1.22 
1.35 
1.51 
1.70 
2.25 
2.10 
1.80 
1.61 
1.45 
3-31 
1.20 
1.11 
1.05 
1.01 
1.00 
1.01 
1.05 
1 .11  
1.20 
1.31 
1.45 
1.61 
1.80 
2 .11  
1.90 
1.71 
1.54 
1.4o 
1.28 
1.17 
1.10 
l.o4 
1.01 
1.00 
1.01 
1.04 
1.10 
1.17 
1.28 
1.4o 
1.54 
1.71 
1.90 
2.00 
1.81 
1.64 
1.49 
1.36 
1.25 
1.16 
1.09 
1.04 
1.01 
1.00 
1.01 
1.04 
1.09 
1.16 
1.25 
1.36 
1.49 
1.64 
1.81 
2.00 
For example, if r = 1.0 the optimum value for p is .50 and if p=.25 
is used 6 is .50 and the variance ratio is 1.25. This indicates that the 
variance will be 25 per cent higher than the minimum. 
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(4) Simultaneous optimization of 2. and sample allocation It is 
now desired to determine the values of p^ n^, and n^ that will minimize 
the variance of Equation 79- The cost equation to be used is the 
usual 
C = + "bS (102) 
It was shown on page 3^, Equation 8o^ that the partial derivatives of 
the variance of Equation 79^ with respect to p and q when set equal to 
zero yield 
G(L-G) 
P = 
n. n. 
B 
NJ «(L-A) P(L-P) 
and (103) 
q -
NG P(L-P) 
n_ 
NF A(L-O) P(L-P) 
The partial derivatives of V(N^^) with respect to n^ and n^ subject to 
the cost restruction. Equation 102,when set equal to zero yield 
Ha = P 
/N , N 
ab a /N| A(I-Q:)\'^  
and 
= q 
A c. 
*AB %B\S 
À C 
A 
(104) 
FRZ P(L-P)\% 
A C. /I C. 
B / \ ' ~B 
where A is a constant that can be determined using the full budget to be 
(105) 
h2 
Substituting the expressions for n^ and n^ into p and q above yields 
P = 
L»L 
NJ A(L-A) 
+ Q 
and (106) 
q = ¥ + q 
«B 9(1-P) S 
This equation for p has only two solutions, p = 0, and p = 1 unless 
p(l-p) Cg = o:(l-a) . (107) 
In this situation any value of p where p + q = 1 will be a solution of 
Equation I06. However, in most situations Equation IO7 will not hold and 
thus there will be no local or absolute minimum for the variance when p is 
between zero and one. Hence the absolute minimum must be either at p = 0 
or at p = 1. 
In order to determine conditions that will lead to either of these 
values being the absolute minimum consider the variance equation, 
Equation 79, and the sample size equations, Equation 104, under each of 
the situations. 
First, when p = 1 the sample size to be taken is 
A, = 7^  (106) 
and the variance becomes 
= '1 
of a(i_a) c 
A %a %ab C; 
(109) 
When p = 0 the sample size to be taken is 
" C 
and the variance becomes 
C (110)  
•  . .  .  ^ .  
From these two results it is seen that p = 1 will yield the absolute 
minimum whenever 
 ^S  ^ (112) 
or 
When sampling costs are equal Equation 112 becomes 
^ ^  • (-") 
When this is true 
o > P (115) 
and since the numerator of a and p are the same, this implies that 
\ • (11°) 
Therefore when it costs the same to sample a unit from frame A as from 
frame B the optimum procedure is to sample entirely from the smaller of the 
two frames. Inspection of the two variances, Equation 109 and Equation 
111, indicates such a result on an intuitive basis since the dominant term 
in each is the square of the frame size. 
When the sampling costs are not the same the relationship between C_N. 
3 D 
and C N can sometimes be derived from the relationships between C and C 
hk 
N and N,, and C_N and C.N.. Whenever 
B A' B B A A 
"A > "B  ^ S (117) 
then 
"A^ A > = % > S B^ = 
Whenever 
«A > "B^^A VA^VB 
then 
<=ACVAB) > S^ 'B-L'AB) (L^ O) 
since C.N , < C„N , and thus the smallest subtraction has been made from 
A ab B ab 
the larger side of the original inequality. The situation where 
H A  >  K g  '  S > < = A  V B ^ V A  ( 1 2 1 )  
is the only one in which the decision as to the relationship between C^N^ 
and CLN, is based upon the size of N , , an unknown. In this situation 
B b ab' 
C.N will be the larger whenever 
A a 
C.N. - C N 
. (122) 
B A 
Similar conditions for C^N^ to be greater than C^N^ are easily obtained 
by interchanging the A and B subscripts in the above. 
(5) Maximum likelihood estimator of N^^ Williams (1957) 
formed the likelihood function for the results of drawing independent 
samples from overlapping frames by multiplying together the likelihood 
functions of the separate samples. The maximum likelihood estimates of the 
unknown parameters were then obtained by the usual procedure. The variances 
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of these estimates were obtained through the use of large sample theory for 
maximum likelihood estimators. 
In the special case of two overlapping frames the joint likelihood 
function is 
"ÀB' "ÀV «AB' 
n N ,^a N ,^ab n N , % N ,^ab 
= rriv - sf' (57' 
a ab A a D ab B B 
n n' +n", 
= K(«A - «AB'" % - \B) 
The maximum likelihood estimate of is the appropriate root 
of the quadratic 
"AB^ V^ S' - \BT(V"Ï)(VB' " "A^ A "VB' + VB("IB"°AB> = ° 
(iZh) 
The large sample variance of the maximum likelihood estimator, is 
° - (n +1. ) E/a" I-°S f(x,y;Nabï) 
A "B ( Og ) 
where 
and 
X = 1, y = 0 when the sample unit is in a 
X = 0, y = 1 when the sample unit is in b 
X = 0, y = 0 when the sample unit is in ab. 
Now 
(-T) 
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and 
Tau s 
= inXSm %) 
On page 35, Equation 79, the variance of the multiple frame estimator 
is given as 
N N , K N , 
'(\b) = p'f sf + if (1-^)- («0) 
A A A B B B 
When the optimum value of p. Equation 80, is used this variance can be 
written as 
N N, N , 
O^(«AB) -
A b B a 
To compare these variances consider 
A^ \ 1 
(R.^  F R^ ) (NJ, KG) ' =4 N, + 
(\ + KJ) (N^  N, + R.^ ) - + N^ ) N^ ) 
= + I.j[N^(N^ - N,)j 
= {N3 - N^ ) (N^ NJJ - N^ K^ ) . (133) 
Therefore, whenever this expression is positive the multiple frame 
estimator will have the smaller variance. This expression will be positive 
whenever the largest sampling fraction has been taken from the smallest 
4? 
frame. For example, when is greater than and n^/N^ is greater than 
A A 
n^/Ng the second cerm is positive. Whenever the frames are the same size 
there is no difference and whenever the samples are drawn proportional to 
the size of the frame there is no difference. 
(6) Modified minimurr chi-square estimator of King (I960} 
suggests another approach to the problem of group size estimation. His 
approach is to minimize 
MOD y? • 
(observed - Expected)^ 
Observed (134) 
Variances of these estimates are obtained by expanding the estimator as a 
function of the variables into a Taylor's series with a remainder and 
working with this. 
I-Jhen using two frames the function to be minimized is 
a A ab A ab B 
K - N, 
(135) 
bince 
KA = - KAB and KB = - KAB (136) 
only one of the group sizes is unknown. Therefore 
r -
Mod = -i- jr. -
"A L > \ 
r 
+ 
'LB HB 
"A^ B 
N. 
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n 
n.M 
+ 
a L 
1 
*A - "A + 
A ab 
N. 
+ 
n 
n 
ab 
ab N 
B 
AB 
r 
ab «A "AB 
n N 
% "B - "B + H 
B ab 
B 
(137) 
Taking the partial derivative of this expression with respect to and 
setting the result equal to zero yields 
n. 
Va I ^ "A + IR-
n. 
N 
ab N. ab 
A 
-JL- („" 
"AB^ B I AB 
VAB\ 
N, 
I 
 ^- B^ 
n„ + 
*B%AB\ 0 . (138) 
Solving this for yields 
N 
ab 
n2 
N.n 
A a 
+ 
"f n . 1 \ A 
"f k" ^àbj n. 
Y 
A 
(139) 
The variance of N , is obtained by writing the estimate as a function 
ab 
of the observed variables, n', and n", , and the frame sizes N. and N , and 
 ^ 20 •3H-' A R'' AB
then following King's procedure (I9ÔO). 
= r n 
ab "^"ab' ab' A/ B' 
= £[E(N;^ ), E(R.^ J,): K^ , K^ J 
° Z('AB): "A' ''S' 
- [<K - c(°;b)] 
+ (<b -
6 n' 
ab 
A E(N^ )^: N 
°-AB 
-R R , (140) 
The assumption is that R will be small as long as neither n^^ nor n^^ is 
small. 
By ignoring R, subtracting n^^: N^K^) from both sides, squaring 
and taking expected values, an approximation to the variance using matrix 
notation is 
0 a N , a N 
ab ab 
n ' a n'^' a n". '  
ab 
ab ab A 
a N ab a Kab a %ab & Kab 
*A a a *AB & *B 
(L4L) 
wnere 
a = 0^  = 
aa a 
"A "A \B 
N? 
'^a(ab) ' 
"A %A KAB 
•'b(ab)" 
"B^ BXAB 
(142) 
*bb = °b = 
"B KB KAB 
B^ 
Thus 
n.N N , 
A a ab 
n N N , 
A a ab 
A 
0 
N,N N , 
A a ab 
0 "B^ 'B^ 'AB 
(IT)) 
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The various partial derivatives of N % are as follows AD 
6 N 
ab 
Ô n ct. 
8 N 
ab 
A -LB 
8 N 
ab 
and 
Ô 
ab 
Ô n' 
AB 
A. 
A t " '  
T5 
K: N ÏÏ2 
B ab 
= P. 
= PR 
(144) 
Thus the variance becomes 
V(KAB) = [%! OG @1 =2 PG]' 
f RN 
t i 
A 1 1 \ A 
L B b ab 
-.SI 
J  } 
(145) 
This variance does not lend itself to an analytic comparison with the 
multiple frame variance. Some numerical comparisons will be made using this 
approach and the multiple frame estimator in the case of three frames by 
using information obtained from the survey of hunters carried out by the 
University of Wyoming Statistical Laboratory for the Wyoming Game and Fish 
Commission. 
b. Simple random sampling from each of three frames %en sampling 
from three frames k, and C, there are seven domains. Of these it is only 
necessary to direccly estimate the number of units in four. The number of 
units in the remaining three can be estimated by subtraction from the known 
frame sizes. Without loss of generality let these _our be N , , N , N. , 
ao' ac' Dc' 
and N , , the number of units in the areas of overlap. 
abc' 
(l) Multiple frame estimators and variance of estimators Using 
the notation presented on page 9 for identifying the units in each of the 
seven domains, assuming that random samples of size n^, n^ and n^ have been 
drawn from the three frames, and generalizing from the discussion of the 
two frame situation in the preceeding section the following estimators can 
be obtained Sac' ^ bc and N , : abc 
/S, 
\b = 
\ 
Pab ^ 7 
a 
"lb - ^ab ^ab 
/S. 
\c = p — 
ac n, 
A 
n' -r 
ac 9ac 
n" 
ac 
II 
o
 
fs 
Pbc ng "be-" %c 
rJ' 
DC 
and (l46) 
"C 
A^BC = "A \BC + PS "À'BC + PC "À'BC 
The variances of these quantities are also easily obtained by generaliz­
ing from the two frame situation as well as considering the estimators them­
selves. The variances are 
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V(«AB) - P 
TN , 
2 I ab 
ab 
N 
(1  -
N, 
N J2 
A Ï "  
• ab 1 NF 
V(S,,) = p 
ac 
N 
ac 
L^ A 
N 
(1 -
N. n. ac 
A 
N N: 
V(KBC) 
and 
= P 
V(«.BC) 
be 
N, N, 
BC' 
5  '  
N, be 
N, 
( 1  BC' 
C '•> 
= PA 
A^BC A^BC\ 
TT' N. A J 
N , N , 
abc /•-, abc 
\T2 
n. 
N: 
(147) 
+ P: 
N , N , 
abc^^ abc 
N, N C J 
AT2 
n. 
Letting 
N 
A. = ab 
N, 
N 
= 
ab 
F 
ac 
N 
7O = 
ac 
N, 
(148) 
N 
Ô. = abc 
N 
abc 
N_ 
N 
abc 
these variances may be written as 
V(KAB) = PAB^ °L(L-"I) + <L^  
A 
V2 
_B 
'B 
1' • -ab n =2(^-«2) 
V(S=J 
ac 
N: 
- -) 7I(I-7I) + YGFI-YG) 
V(Kbc) = Pbc Z " 'be f Pzfl-Pg) 
(1^ 9) 
V2 
vf A^BC) ' 4 ^  SI(I-«I) + P| ÊJCI-SJ) + PC ^  «JCI-IJ) 
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(2) Optimum p's for given sampl e sizes First assume that the 
three sample sizes have been determined by some procedure other than mini­
mization of the variance of the estimates. Thus it will only be necessary 
to obtain the values of the p's that will minimize the variances individ­
ually. To do this the partial derivatives of these varia7.ces will be taken 
with respect to the p's, set equal to zero, and the resulting equations 
solved for the p's. Doing this yields the following: 
PAB ~ 
- KAB 
n. 
«A - \b '•<B - "AB 
"A 
1-1 
A^B  ^• PAB 
• ac 
n. 
- KAC 
- HAC HE - %AC 
n. 
1 + 
72 
1 - 1  
q = 1 - p 
ac ^ac (150) 
• be 
Kg - %ac 
- ^ BC - KYC 
OG PI (L-PG) 
'^ BC  ^ B^C 
PI = 
n 
A 
N. - N , 1 abc 
n_ n. 
N, - N , BL - N . ' BL - N , 
A aoc B aoc C abc 
i=A,B,C 
5^ 
Using these quantities the variances of these estimates become 
= N, . =  I  PAB 
A B A 
\ • \b "b - "ab 
V(ÔAC) = —, T— - 7^ PAC 
A . C A 
+ 
- HAB KC - A^C 
(151) 
N, N? 
= —R—-—R— = F PI(I-PI) PBE 
 ^ A^BC 
VJ = 
ATE "A "B "C 
\ • "abc h - «abc •'c - «abc 
The estimators of N , N, , and N obtained by subtraction from N,, N_, 
a' tr c A' B' 
and are as follows : 
N  =  N .  -  N , - N  
a A ab ac abc 
N = N - N , - N - N 
b B ab ac abc 
and (152) 
/%  ^  ^ j\ 
N = - N " N, ~ N 
c C ac be abc 
The variances of these estimators may be obtained by considering the 
variance of the sum of three of the overlap domain sizes. For example, 
/N, 
consider N with the variance 
a 
- V(Ôab + »ac + *abc) . 
?5 
The sum of the three estimates can be written as 
- - -
F^AB+^ AC+NABC = ^^ "AB ^ AB + ""AB^ AB + "AC^ AC + "^ C^ AC 
%C 
+ "IBC^ A + "ABCPS + ;; "^ BCPC 
(154) 
= [*IBPAB + "^ CPAC + "ABCPA] + FR^ AB^ AB + "ABCPS] 
+ ^ %C-':^ :BCV 
The three terms in this last form all come from independently drawn samples. 
/\ /\ /% 
Thus the variance of N , -r N + K , can be written as 
ab ac abc 
F N 
(^\B'\ABC) = ["^ B^ A-O * "ICPAC "^ BC^ AL 
+ V [':BQ.B + N^ BCPBLJ (155) 
+ VI ;- [KACSZ, + • 
: ; 
These individual variances can be evaluated by using the following 
definition of the observed variable y.., y_., and y„.. Let 
Ai' Ci 
y,. = 0 if the i^^ unit selected from A is in a 
R.I 
= p , if the i'"^ unit selected from A is in ab 
A^B 
- p if the i'"'^ unit selected from A is in ac 
A^C 
= p, if the i^^ unit selected from A is in abc, 
^A ' 
\ 
.TH . , , 
y ^ .  = 0  i f  t h e  i  u n i t  s e l e c t e d  f r o m  B  i s  i n  b  o r  b e  
DL 
= a . if the i^^ unit selected from B is in sb 
ab 
= p if the i^^ unit selected from B is in abc ^ 
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C^I 
= 0 if the i^^ unit selected from C is in c or be 
= q if the i^^ unit selected from C is in ac 
ac 
if the i*"*^ unit selected from C is in abc 
then 
N;-
A 
N 
 ^"(YG) + ^  F(YC) 
Assuming a sample size sufficient to allow the applicability of stand­
ard multinomial theory the variances of y^, y^^ and y^ can be written as 
V(yA) = 
N , N , • 
ab ab \ 
+ P 
TN N 
2 -22 (I_ _A£) 
ac[N ^ N, + P: 
'N , N , " 
abc aDC\ 
+ ZPABPAC 
^AJ 
VFYG) 
F FN , N . • 
= "SISÎBLAC-FI - F:") 
i ^ ^abc 
PAB^ AL-KJ 
N 
N N , 1 
ac aoc 
6 Ù J 
A^ A^ 
N . N . I  
ab abci 
1 
AND 
= "CL^ AC 
I  S  " B J J  
(157) 
'  ' N  S I  | N  .  N . I  I  S  S  ,  " L )  
Thus the variance of N is 
a 
V(%A) = P^AB GL(L-GL) T P^ C 7I(L-7T) + P2 
- ZPABPAC GI 7I " ^ P^ P^A Q\ - ZP^ P^^  Y, 6 B^ A 1 1 A^C^ A /'I 1 
%% R 1 
+ S:b 02(1-02) - P| 62(1-62) - EP^ Q,, OG 62 
(i: 
f 
C I 
2^(1 ^ 2) ' " ^ PCSGC 72 
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waerc 
N N 
cc ac (159) 
N , - N , N , 
r abc ^ , abc ^ abc 
^1 = ^ «2 = X '5 = — • 
Another estimator for the number in the a domain would be to use just the 
information contained in the sample from the A frame. This estimator, 
would be 
N. 
K = — n (loO) 
a 
with a variance of 
• (IGL) 
A 
In the special case of N = N = K and n = n = n = n where À Ij 0 J\ JJ (u 
a. = = 7^  = Y g = A 
and (162) 
= <5 = Ô, = Ô J 
the opuimum p's are 
A^B = A^B = 2 
PAC = SAC = 2 
and 
PA = = PC = F -
/S 
In this case the variance of N is 
a 
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= n + % G(l-a) + ^  6(1-6) - ^  oS - 1 0# + % a(l-a) 
+ ^  ô(l-ô) - J aô + ^  a(i-a) + ^  6(1-6) - j 0:6j 
=  E L ( i _ a )  +  5 a ^ _ | = _ ^ a a l  
(164) 
In this case the variance of N is 
a 
V(NA) = A(L-A) . (165) 
Therefore, N will have the smaller variance whenever 
' a 
F*JAÀ > . (166) 
Solving this for d indicates that v(^^) will be smaller when 
a > - J Ô + J ^  Ô + — 0^  (167) 
Since 6 is restricted to the range of 0 to 1 it is of interest to find 
the upper boundary of the right hand part of this inequality in this 
interval, 
î'Jhen 0 = 0, V(N^) will be smaller for all positive CK, likewise when 
6 = 1, V(N^) will be smaller for all positive o:. The former is obvious and 
the latter is easily shown by substituting 6=1 into the right hand 
expression : 
' -J + J (168) 
= 0 . 
To determine the maximum of the right hand side expression the 
derivative is taken with respect to 5, set equal to zero, and the resulting 
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expression solved for Ô; 
.1 .  
I  =  - Y -  6 =  +  I  6 ) "  ( I ) ( 2 | 6  +  |) 
F  ( i  =  & ( #  +  § & )  
96 Ô + 160 6^  = 9 + 100 0^  + 60 Ô 
+10 ' " 20 - ° 
6 + -^  -  M .  
100 " 10 
46 
(169) 
100 
When ô = 46/100 the lower boundary for d is 
= = 3 + )# (m) + ^  (m)' ' (^70) 
Therefore, no matter what value ô may have for the situation of 
A. /% 
= and n. = n_ = n^ when Ct is greater than .13, the use of N . , K , and 
C ABC ' ao' ac' 
îs" , in the estimate of K will result in an estimate with a lower variance 
abc a 
than the estimate of which uses only information from the A frame sample. 
(5) Maximum likelihood estimators of the overlap sizes Using 
uhe approach of Williams (1957) Bryant and King (1960) show that the maximum 
likelihood estimates of the four overlap sizes are the solutions of the 
following set of four equations. 
N^  N^  
% - NA-K:B-%:C-K*ABC ' 
n' 4-n" n n 
^ ac ac a c 
ac" N" N,-N* -K* -N* ^  -K* -Isf -N-. 
ac A au ac abc C ac be aoc 
6O 
N, 
n' T-n" n n be be b e 
N 
be" N* -Nf -N* -N*. be B ab be abc C ac be abc 
n', T-n" ^n'" n n^ 
aoc abc abc a b 
abc' -N\ NL-N*.-K* -N* 
abc A ab ac abc B ao ac aoc 
n 
c 
N^-K* -N* -N\ C ac be abc 
0 . (171) 
Since all the quantities being estimated are in each of the equations 
and th1 system is not linear in these quantities they suggested solving the 
system by an iterative method. For example, trial estimates of and 
are obtained from only frame A, 
= — n' and n', , (172) 
ac n, ac abc n, abc ' v ' / 
A A 
which are then substituted into the first equation and an estimate of 
is obtained as a solution of tiie resulting quadratic. This procedure is 
repeated for the second, thirc, and fourth equation to obtain nev estimates 
of K , N, , and N , , respectively. These new estimates are then used to 
ac' DC-' abc' 
obtain another round of estimaces. This process is repeated until no sig­
nificant change is noted from one round to the n-axt. 
Because of the complications involved with finding the estimates no 
variances were given for them by Bryant and King (1960). 
(4) Modified minimum chi-square estimators for the overlap sizes 
Using the approach of King (I960), Bryant and King (I960) show that the mod­
ified minimum chi-square estimates of the four overlap sizes are the 
solutions of the following set of four equations which in matrix form are 
A % = Y (173) 
6l 
"A "a V '^ B' 4  
' Jt.) _L 
"A 
A a ac 
C c ac 
0 t  'Ï' V'ï' ^  
t'J 
+ -Û^  
C^ "C "IBC 
A 
A^^ A 
+ 
®C°C 
+ 
Vc 
1^ "CC 
KC"C 
(L-T) 
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Since this system is linear in the quantities being estimated the 
vector of estimates can be easily obtained by taking 
% = Y . (175) 
Bryant and King (1960) obtain the variances and covariances of these 
estimates by using the procedure outline for the two-frame situation. 
Letting 
[Fi . [F'a ] 
a ab ac abc 
where 
F' = -A"^ ^ A"^ Y + A"^ ^ (176) , 
n. on. on. 
11 1 
I I  :  1 1  I  M  n i l ' "  
i=a^ ab^ ac^ abc,b, ab,bc, abc, c, ac,bc, abc, 
the variance-covariance matrix of the estimates of the overlap sizes is 
[?] [F]* 
where Fc 1 is the 12 x 12 variance-covariance matrix of the n.. 
• rs 1 
For example, 
= -A 
N N , 
=a.ab = -"a (i"' (57) • 
A A 
They state a multivariate multi-sample extension of a theorem proved 
by Cramer (l95l) to show that the variance of any estimated domain size 
computed in this manner will converge to the true variance of this estimate 
-1 
with (— ) where n. is the smallest sample drawn from any of the sampling 
lists. 
(177) 
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As in the two frame case no analytic comparisons can be drawn between 
this variance and the corresponding multiple frame variances. Comparisons 
have been made using information obtained from the big game hunting license 
surveys conducted by the Statistical Laboratory of the University of Wyoming. 
These surveys are carried out annually for the Wyoming Game and Fish 
Commission. Among the quantities estimated are the number of resident 
hunters that hold various license combinations. Sample results for the 
five year period of 1960-196^ have been used with the two procedures and 
the results along with the original data are presented in Table 2. Only 
the estimates for the overlap areas are given since with both procedures 
the estimates of the non overlap areas are obtained by subtraction from the 
domain sizes.^ 
In 1963 and 1964 no 2-deer licenses were sold and the study was 
changed to investigating the overlap of deer and elk with antelope. The 
sampling fraction used in each of the five years was not the same but it 
was always small enough that finite population corrections could be 
disregarded. 
Future surveys of this multiple frame population will deal with the 
economic importance of hunting to the economy of Wyoming. It is planned 
to use multiple frame procedures to increase the precision of these 
estimates. 
^Taylor expansions used by King (I960) for the derivation of his variance 
formula do not appear to be adequate in this example as the differences 
in variances are much larger than should be expected. The precision of 
this expansion has not been investigated. 
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Table 2. Comparisons between the multiple frame estimator and the modified 
minimum chi-square estimator using information from the I'^oO-l^oh 
surveys of hunting licenses carried out by the Statistical Labor­
atory of the University of Wyoming 
One F: came Es Lima tes J 
Multiple 
Frame 
Estimates 
Minimum 
Chi-square 
Estimates License ("Variances ) ! p-Weights 
Combination Deer El.c 2-Decr i Deer £..k 2-D (Variance) fVar'nnce) 
1960 
Deer-Elk 32,187 
(279,934) 
L4,LO6 
(69,002) 1  
i 
.21 
.79 14,333 
(58,452) 
14,397 
(560,418) 
Deer-2 Deer 1,371 
(40,0G9) 
1,46: ' 
(10,277)1 
.21 
.79 446 
(8,631) 
L,4O8 
(47,649) 
Elk-2 Deer •r6k 
(3,740) (4,183)! 
.43 
.57 454 
(2,420) 
439 
(4,661) 
Deer-Elk 
-2 Deer 
1,727 
(49,400) 
1,572 
(16,518) 
1,328 
(9,761): 
.15 .32 .53 1,466 
(3,545) 
1,442 
(20,550) 
1961 
Deer-Elk 16,751 
(214,5;4) 
15,728 
(101,524) 
.33 .67 16,066 
(68,937) 
16,022 
(755,657) 
Deer-2 Deer 1,293 
(27,096) (10,937) 
.29 .71 1,332 
(7,792) 
1,530 
(47,398) 
Zlk-2 Deer 177 
(4,546) 
281 ' 
(3,173): 
.37 .63 245 
(1,882) 
173 
(2,925) 
Deer-Elk 
-2 Deer 
L,LL4 
(18,250) 
963 
(17,632) 
1,293 
(10,776); 
.23 .23 • 1,179 
(3,O4O) 
976 
(14,946) 
1962 
Deer-Elk 14,854 
(328,097) 
9,464 
(149,039) ! 
.42 
.57 : 11,633 
: (108,013) 
11,263 
(265,208) 
Deer-2 Deer L,44I 
(41,459) 
317 j 
(15591)1 
.57 .63 : I,O48 
: (11,861) 
1,035 
(13,844) 
ELK-2 Deer 2,214 
(54,727) 
2,064 1 
(33,713)1 
.40 .60 I 1^24 
1 (20,893) 
2,014 
(23,249) 
Deer-Elk 
-2 Deer 
858 
(27,911) 
1,909 
(49,801) 
1,305 1 
(26,860)1 
.24 .31 .45 1 1,475 j 
1 (11^ %3) 1 
1,332 
(15;136) 
6:; 
Tabla 2. Continued 
One Frame Estimates Multiple Minimum 
Frame Chi-square 
License fVariancei. 1 D-Wei si" Its Estimates Es timates 
Combination Eacr Elk Antelope Deer Elk Ant. (Variance) (Variance 
1963 
Deer-Elk 11,9:7 12,3^6 
(203,780) (136,092) 
•39 . 61 12,179 
(81,635) 
11,852 
(919,095) 
Deer-Antelop 3,6:3 
(111,846) 
5,617 
(;7,517) 
.25 .75 5,629 
(27,981) 
5,794 
(521,324) 
Elk-Antelope 923 
(20,904) 
653 
(9,029) 
.32 .68 875 
(6,316) 
880 
(18,910) 
Deer-Elk 
-Antelope 
6,391 
(127,522) 
5,162 
(90,311) 
6,343 
(38,998) 
.19 .2: . 60 6,io4 
(22,626) 
6,058 
(295,980) 
1964 
Deer-lilk 
(14.3,074) 
13,030 
(64,416) 
.34 . 66 13,222 
(44,830) 
13,450 
(477,946) 
Deer 
-Antelope 
4,692 
(53,584) (23,856) 
4,347 .31 .69 4,454 
(16,704) 
4,379 
(250,005) 
Elk-Antelope 995 
(9,950) 
921 
(7,140), 
.45 .55 954 
(4,171) 
925 
(11,740) 
Deer-Slk 
-Antelope 
6,433 
(74,359) 
6,692 
(47,168) 
6,151 
(27,146) 
.19 .31 .50 6,372 
(l4,004) 
6,299 
(176,901) 
I 
(5) Simultaneous optimization of £ and sample allocation If 
the sample sizes and the p-weighcs are to be optimized the sample allocation 
may also be determined optimally as was done on page 41 for the two frame 
case. Whenever only one of the simple overlap domain sizes, 
is of interest direct application of the procedure on page 4l will give the 
optimum v,-eight and sample allocation. For example, if is to be esti­
mated the entire sample will be taken from frame A whenever 
•=3 > "A S -1^  > S. 
(1-22) (1-21) 
(179) 
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When only the multiple overlap domain size, N , , is to estimated a R R ' ABC' 
procedure similar to that used on page 4l will be used to obtain a similar 
result. 
The optimum values of the p^ with given n's were obtained by Equation 
150 to be 
n. 
1 
Ni - %abc 
?I ~ n. 
i=A,B,C (l80) 
%A - %abc - KABC 
+ 
%C - HABC 
The partial derivatives of Equation 151, with respect to 
n^^ and n^ subject to the cost restriction 
C  = "AC^  + RgCg + n^ Cg (181) 
when set equal to zero yield 
\bc _ ^'sbc^lV 
N \  J !  
""A = PA À C, 
5ÛC 
N, 
(1 
N , 1\ 
ABC^I I 
1C4 
À C 
TN 
B I  
N . 
(182) 
/ f.. ^ 
/x2! _Ebc (1 _ abc 
*C = PC 
CL KV 
A C, 
where A is a constant to be determined later as a function of the total 
budget. Substituting the expression for n^_, n^^ and n^ into p^ yields 
6? 
PI 
N2 
I " 
N. N , 1 1% 
abc (1 _ -fkÇ) cl > 
N. \ N. ' ^ , 
p  =  '  "  " •  — ^ ^  i = A , s , c  ( 1 3 3 )  
^  ! i  
i=A f  rx , N , 
(1 - f") • 
L " 1 1 JJ 
rhe three p. eauation.3 can also be written as 
1 
% 
and 
P 
o:PA + PPg + 7Pc 
PPB + 7PC 
7Pc 
(184) 
c Opa + PPg + 7Pc 
•whi ;h leads to che following system of simultaneous equations 
PA (GPA + ^ Pg + 7Pc) = GPX 
Pc (aPA + PP] + 7Pc) = 7Pc 
Three possible solucions of this systec are (l^ O), (C, Ij O), and 
(O, Oj l). These solutions are self generating in that whenever p^ = 
T. and p. have to be equal to zero. Also whenever p. = 0, o. and p, have 
-J K ' -J 
to be either (O, l) or (l, O). To show there are no solutions of the form 
(pr, Pg; p^) where none of the p^ = 0 assume there is such a vector. If 
there is^ the system above can be reduced to 
GP^  + PPg + 7Pc = G 
Ci?A PPg 7?q ^ ^ (l26) 
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which is an inconsistent system unless a = Q = y in which case any vector 
of p's with p, + p ^ p = 1 is a solution. Whenever o: = p = 7 ^  
B C 
("A - --abc^^A = («B - " \bc><^C ' 
which is an unlikely occurrence. 
Therefore, whenever only K , is to be estimated the optimum plan is 
' •' aoc 
to use only one frame. In order to determine which frame should be used 
consider the variance Equation lyO, under each of the three alter­
natives 
• '"N , N 
V(IGO) = CA ^^ 2 
A ! A 
abc r-, "abcv 
I " 
.L 1 f FN , N ^ T' 
V(OIO) = (188) 
V(OOL) =  ^
B 3 , 
N K , 
.IR 
Thus the frame to use is the one ror wnicn 
BLI-  ^ (1 - Ô;) 
is the smallest. This result is identical in form co the result for two 
frames given on page ho, Equation 112. 
The more usual situation encountered is one in which all four overlap 
areas are to be estimated. The abtvc solution for one at a ._ime estimation 
could be inefficient for this laro^r problem. For example, to estimate 
the ootiraum might be to use just fra-.e A and not frame 3, to estimate X, 
• ' b e  
the optimum might be to use just frame 3 and not frame therefore, in one 
case ycu omit frame B and in the o^her you are to use only frame B. 
Several methods are available th^t will allow the joint estimation of 
these four values. TWO of these would be to minimize some weighted combi­
nation of tlie individual variances and to minimize the cost of the investi­
gation subject to some predetermined variance tolerances. This last method 
would lead t r..iking use of some non-linear programming procedures, A third 
method will be used in this presentation, namely, to minimize the variance 
of the estimate of the total population size. 
A. /\ 
The estimates of the overlap area sizes, N . , N K, , and N , , are 
^ ' an' ac, be' abc' 
the same as developed earlier in this section. Thus 
® \ + "B "c - - ™abc ' (^^0) 
Because the sampling is done independently from each of the three 
frames the variance of N can be written as 
V(N) = + 2 
[A 1 
" ("ab^ab ~ ^ac^ac ^ ^ abc^A^J 
'-A -J 
= V 
Ng . n I 
(^^b^ab ^ ^a'bc^B^J 
1 
= V — (n" q -r n." q, -r 2 n\" p )| . 
n^ ^ ac ac DC DC aoc cy 
To obtain a more useful form for the variance of N consider the 
following. Let 
A^I 
= p . if the i^^ unit selected from A is in ab 
(192: 
0 if the 
.th 
1 unit selected from A is in a 
?ab 
.th 
1 
Pac if the 
.th 
1 unit selected from A is in ac 
2PA if the 
. th 
X unit selected from A is in abc 
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then 
V 
n, ab^ab 
A 
n p 
ac ac 
VÎ & 
1 ^Ai 
(19;) 
n 
v f y . )  
where 
•* - ' n' p +2 n', p 
ac ac aoc A '^ab^ab 
Now assume the sample is of a sufficient size such that standard 
multinomial theory can be used to obtain the necessary variances and covari-
ances involved in the derivation of the variance of y^. 
Since y. is a linear function of n . , n , and n , , 
•'A ao' ac' ate' 
= pfb " Pac pf 'fr-Ibc' + 2 Cov(n^.^n^^) 
( m )  
" Pab^A C°^("ab'Ibc) " ' ^ac^A '=°'("Ic''lbc) ' 
Substituting for the variances and covariances this becomes 
/ 
N 
)! + p 
A J 
2 
ac 
'N N 1 
"N , N , 1 
ao abc 
"ab^ac[ 
A 
b-A, 
_ ii 
^ac^A 
N , N . 1 
aoc\ 
^ac^cbc 
>(195) 
1 V 
J 
Similarly define 
= o 
0 if the 
.tn 
X unit selected is in b 
^ab 
if the 
.th 
X unit selected is in ab 
?bc if the 
.th 
1 unit selected is in be 
if the 
.th 
X unit selected is in abc 
(196) 
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:hea 
^ab^ab ^  "bc^bc * ^^abc^B 
-na 
= c-iXq 
IK . N , " 
-,2 '  ^^ f~. _ ab\, :)C 
•3^ ,bLN 
- 2qi ,P 
B 
Xg /j ' PbcL^ a 
[\b^bc 
ab bci_ i\T^ 
D 
Kb- «abc' 
" ^^ab?BL~N? 
N, 
t^bc?: 
K , N , 
abc _abc\ 
^ N- ^ 
^197) 
c^^ 'abc 
K 
1  
Also let 
^Ci 
= 0 If the 
.th 
1 unit is in c 
" 9ac if the 
. th 1 unit is in ac 
u
 
C
F II 
^f the 
.th 
1 unit is in be 
= if the 
.th 
1 unit is in abc 
then 
Yr n" q -r r." q, + 2n^ " ac ac DC be abc C (155) 
:nd 
= "cl^cLs (1-
'^bc „ Sc. 
(  -  c  ' J  •  N, 
. N , "1 
abc Y, eocj 
" ~'j I\ 
'\c'^bc] 
% N 1 
^^ac^bc[ j •'^ac^ci. J 
ac" abc !!^bclf'') 
9%_Pnl 
^iC^CL Nc J 
Therefore, using symbolism introduced on page p2 the variance Equation Igl, 
becomes 
V(K) = jp^b Gl(i-G) + 7l(l-7l) + f^(l-âl) 
A I 
- 2(=i7iPab9ac + ^  ^ab^A * ^ ''A 
- • ?fc + ' ?! «2(-"®2' 
72 
°-abPbc + 2 + 2 p^^Pg) 
N" f 
+ is»c 72(^-72) • + • Pc 
2(7202 ^ ac^ bc '''  ^^ 2°; ""ac'c '"'  ^^ 2^ 3 ''bcPc'} 
/\ K- / ^ 
5  M  3  { c } .  
"a u * "B I j "c 
In order to minimize this variance the sample sizes, n^, n^, and n^, 
and che weight coefficients, p's, are to be selected optimumly. The cost 
equation is 
C = + Vs + Cc'c (201) 
and -he optimum values for the n's and p's may be obtained by the usual 
procedure. The opuimum values for the n's yield the following ratios of 
sample sizes: 
1, 
- - (7^ 0 Cr)^  
'=3 'A 
' \ - k  ' i '  
where A, 3, and C are functions of the p's and constants used in Equation 
200. 
Setting the partial derivatives of V(n), Equation 200, with respect to 
the p's equal to zero yield the following five equations: (Only five 
equations are obtained because cf the relationships between the various p's 
and q's. ) For 
T; 
N": 
^ab • n " "1 
A 
[p.... a, (l-«, ) - Pa,«i7i - 2°ISIPA; 
n_ [(l-Pab) «2(1-^) - Pl,APl - ^P,»,"^,] be 2^1 'B 2 2-
[p=r7i(--7i) - P.hC! 7. - 27^ôiPA] P&c' n. ' 1' ^ab 1 
K 
K? 
[(l-fLc) - 72P2(1-Pbc) 
- E/gdy (I-Pa-Pg)] 
Pbc/ [Pbcfl(l-Pl) - Ggfl (1-Pab) -
- n^ [(^^Pbc) ^ 2'•^"^2^ " "/2^2^^"Pac^ 
- ^p, (l-PA-Ps)] (203) 
Pj/ - ZOi^ iPab - 27iaiPacj 
À 
-^2 
= ^ «3(1-%) - 2-/2^3 (l-Pac' " 
- 2?,^ (l-?bc) 
N 
C r 1, 'n 
93: [^Al-PA-Ps) 03(1-03) - Z/gC; (1-P,^J - 2P2Ô- (1-Ptc)]. 
These equations can be rewritten as follows. For 
N: 
?ab: [r ^ ^  "2(l-"2) 
•-A B 
OLy^l 
A 
!ll 
cc , 2^1 n^j ^ bc 
N" 
- 2 — 3 6. 
^A 1 
r %a 
PA + |2 
i> 
s| 
=. "2(1-^2) 
'^ ac ' 
K 1 
- t Pab + 
A -/ 
1 r »? 
72(1-72)] [- 72^ 2] ^bc 
i »c 
2 ^ ^ ïï;: 72°3j ^A H ^  ^2^3 
(204) 
[fgXl'Tg) " ^ 2^^ " ^^2^^] 
M 
be 
1 i «C • 
"gl'lj fab - L Z -2^ 2 ac 
1;! N' j2 
^2^^"^2)JPbc jj L 
PA = 
^c 
N ,t2 Xf 
PA + .- 2 Pi^z - 2 ;; Pzfyj Ps 
j2 
= k(^-P2) - 72^2 - ^ Vl 
1 ^1 
f s 
r ' Î "I'l f'ab - I- 27i«i ^  ^  ^  /2% 
I '^c 
Pac^  ["^  ^  ^2=3, be 
-r 14-
r %f aa 
rfai(i.âi) +4^6,(1-5,)] 
f^c 
tl— ô^(l-ô-) 
'c " ^ • 
K: 
[t-fyCi-Cr) - 2/2^3 -
^B" 
f Nf 
, ' I Kc 1 , j 
i2 %- 2gOs|p^^ + 1-2 ;- 7s6_|p,^ + ,-2 p^Og - 2 p^dL 
Rg -2~2jrab - [ ^ 'Zrjjrac ' i - n_ "1-2 P; DC 
, Sp 1 %n 1 
" l'' ^  °3^ -^=3'i''A " [" ;;; "2(^ -^ 2' " -
% 
C r )• <- N 
,t2 
n. 
[tôj(l-ôj) - 2720- - 2,3gôjj + ZCgCg -f 
Since these equations for zhe p's involve the n's and the previous set 
of equations fcr the n's involve the p's^ the two sets of equations cannot 
be solved eajily by analytic means but may be solved by use of an iterative 
procedure. For example, sec the sample sizes at arbitrary levels and find 
the optimun. values for the p's based on these values of the sample sizes. 
Then take the new p's and obtain new n's. This process can be continued 
until ^oiue stability is obtained in the solution. 
I'Jhcn written in matrix notation the coefficient matrix of the above 
equations is symmetric around the main diagonal. Therefore, the solution 
of the system would be quite easily done by either a desk calculator or a 
high speed computer. The number of iterative steps necessary to obtain the 
joint optimum values for the p's and n's however, would usually make the 
desk calculator solution of such a system prohibitively time consuming. 
Kote that the solution of the p equations for a fixed set of n's will 
not give the same set of p's that would be given by solving the p equations 
developed when estimating the domain sizes individually. The difference is 
due to the covarianzes between the various estimates made from each sample 
drawn which enter into the variance of the estimate of the population size. 
As an illustration of a situation in which the weights, p's, should be 
intuitively obvious as well as being the solutions of the above systems of 
equations consider the following: 
Assume that all three frames have the same fraction in the triple 
overlap area 
Û, = ôg = 0- = (5 (20y) 
Also assume that all the double overlap areas are the same fraction of their 
respective frames 
~ *^ 2 ~ 1^ ~ '^ 2 ~ 1^ ~ '^2 ~  ^
7o 
Either of these assumptions implies that the domain sizes are all the same 
Î1, = N3 = . (207) 
Now Lssume that ths samples drawn from each frame are the same size. 
With these assumptions the p equations become 
"ki:(l-Q:) «2 -20: 6 20: 6 1 
1 
-a2 20:(l-0:) -oF- -4c 6 -20: 6 ?ac 
aP- -a2 2o:(l-o:) -20: 6 -ka 0 Pbc 
-20: 6 -W: 6 -20: 6 8 6 ( 1 - 6 )  4 6 ( 1 - 6 )  PA 
20: 6 -20: 6 -4a c 4 6 ( 1 - 6 )  8 6 ( l - 6 ) j  
! A(I-A) 
} a ( l - a )  -  2 0 :  6  -  o f  
j a ( i -a )  -  2r j .  6 
;  4 6 ( 1 - 6 )  -  6  
4C(L-Û) - 20! Û J 
The solution of this set of equations would be 
D . = P = p. 
-ao "ac DC 
X 
2 
ANC P. = Pt 
(208) 
The procedure actually used on the University of Wyoming's Philco 2000 
computer was to divide each of the p equations. Equation 204, by 
thus retaining the symmetry but putting all the sample and frame sizes on 
a relative rather :han an absolute basis. 
Several combinations of parameters were run in order ;o explore various 
relationships between domain sizes and various proportions of the area of 
the frames included within the overlap area. 
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Some results obuaincd when frame C is twice as large as both ^rames 
A and B are given in Table 3. In this table four situations with respect 
to the proportion of each of the three frames contained in the combined 
overlap area are considered. These situations were chosen such that che 
proportion of A i.i the overlap area cocreajed from I.00 to .AO, the propor­
tion of C in the overlap area decreased from .65 to .35 and there was no 
change in the proportion of B in the overlap area. This was accomplished 
by changing the proportion of A in ac and the proportion of C in ac and 
no" changing any of the other proportions. For this table all costs of 
sampling were considered to be equal. 
The appropriate sample iiizes to mazch these optimum weights are not 
given but can easily be obtained by using Equation 2C2, page 72. 
Table 3. Optimum -.^eights when frame C is twice as large as frames A and B 
Proo ortion of Prop ortior of Wa ights for 
Frame the frame in in e ach overlc P 1 ea ch overlap 
tota 1 overlap ab ac be abc ' ab ac b : abc 
A 1.00 .10 . 80 .10 1 1.00 l.GO .30 
3 . cO .10 .  .10 ! 0 1.00 -50 
V. •  Gy .40 .20 .0? i 
! 
0 0 0 
A .80 .10 .60 .10 j .63 1.00 .55 
3 .cO . 10 .4-0 .  -i-0 1 .57 1 .00 .^5 
C .55 .30 . 20 .03 1 0 0 
A . 60 .10 .40 .10 1 .50 1.00 .30 
B .60 .10 .40 .  Iv : .50 1.00 .50 
c .20 . 20 
.05 j 0 V 0 
A .10 . 20 .10 
.57 1.00 .42 
E .  cO .10 .  4o .10 ! .63 1.00 .38 
c 
-55 .  ^0 .20 
.  1 
0 0 
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3. One Frame is 100 Per Cent 
In ir.any sample surveys ti^ere is one fraaie which gives 100 per cent 
coverage (or at least virtually 100 per cent coverage of the population). 
For example, area sanipling of farms is known, under controlled conditions, 
:o have a fairly reasonable coverage. 
In addition to the 100 per cent frame, there may also exist a partial 
list of the units of the population from which a sample can be drawn for 
less cost per unit than from the area frame. An example of such a situation 
is a survey of households in a city which could be sampled by block sampling 
while it may be possible to sample most of the households in the population 
bJ using the telephone. However, there are households that do not have a 
telephone and car. only be sampled by mora expensive personal interviews. 
1. Si-ole random sampling from both frames 
a. The multi-pie frame approach The simplest case for such a situ­
ation would be when simple random sampling has been used to draw the sample 
units from ooth frames. This case is covered by Hartley (l$62). It is •-
sgeci^l case of the situation covered in Chapter IV when N , = ^ = 1, 
ab E' ' 
of = 0^- . With this simplification, the estimator becomes 
(209) 
and ^he variance of Y becomes 
V(Y) 
Kith the cost function 
C (211) 
the optiïïi.'.m c] locations can be obtained by direction application of the 
assumptions to Equation 21^ page l6. Thus, 
1, 
"A = 5^  I 
F E'^ 'I 
"B = ® "AB (212) 
where 
Also, 
d , ( l - a )  J 
p - a  
where 
C 
(213) 
A 1 
B 
P = c_ - k 
This speci'l case has simplified the determination of an optimum p 
from solving a biquadratic to taking one square root. 
b. Possil" le alternates to the multiple frame approach 
(1} Simple random sampling from just the 100 per cent zrcme An 
alternate sampling plan for such a situation would be to allocate the entire 
sar.ple to the area frame and not use the list. Considering this as a 
special case of the above in which p = 1, uhe estimate of the population 
total bee .es 
= VA-^ B^^ B (21.) 
which is the post stratified estimator computed from a simple random sample 
8o 
of size nj . The variance of is 
A 1 
V(YL) = + C: 
(215) 
f  1 
<J ^ . (L-O;) 4- Q! > 
i ; 
when using 
in order to equalize the total cost of the two sampling schemes. Now the 
variance of Y is 
:xcn is 
V, 
-^2 r 
A L y B 
After some algebra this can be rewritten as 
= =ÎBÏR (217) 
A 
by lakin- .:,c of the fact that 
£ '"'A 3^ , , I 
T = S" - •'A = C-I 
n D 
The cost for this olan is C = C.n, f C_n_. Thus 
A A L Û 
n 
' ^ ; f' 
c:king u^a of 
(218 
p = and a = — 
3^ A^ 
Therefore, the re. luction in variance becc.aes 
8I 
V 
2 
^ ' (1 +2a {i±|)) 
P P 
(219) 
Hartley (1962) presents tables of values of this quantity for various 
values of p These tables are reproduced below in Tables 4, 
5 and D. They indicate the gains obtained by using Y are greatest when the 
cost of sampling from the cheap frame (list) is much lower than sampling 
from the expensive frame (area), the items on the list are a much more 
variable than all the items in the area, or when the list is a large pro­
portion of the overall population. 
Table 4. Variance reduction in two frame sampling when 0^/0^ = I6 
Sampling cost 
ratio cg/c^ i 
Ng/N = proportion of popula tion in cheap frame 
.5 . 6 .7 .8 .9 .95 1 
.01 .096 .076 .039 .043 .031 .024 .010 
.05 .154 .134 .118 .102 .086 .073 .030 
.10 .206 .188 .174 .160 .143 .131 .100 
.20 .288 .278 .269 .261 .248 .237 .200 
.30 .359 .336 .333 .333 .347 .338 .300 
.40 .423 .428 A33 .440 .441 .436 .400 
.50 .483 .496 .310 .324 .333 .332 .300 
1.00 .733 .734 .836 .889 .944 .972 1.000 
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Table 5- Variance reduction in two frame sampling when of/= 4 
B 3 
Sampling cost 
ratio cg/c^ 
N;/N = proportion of population in cheap frame 
.5 .  6 .7 .8 .9 .95 ]_ 
.01 
.259 .201 .152 .108 .066 .044 .010 
.05 .340 .284 .234 .186 .137 .107 .050 
.10 .4o4 .352 .304 .257 .205 .172 .100 
.20 .500 .456 .415 .372 .322 .287 .200 
.30 .576 .540 .507 .472 .426 .393 .300 
.40 .640 .  613 .588 .561 .523 .493 .400 
.50 .  696 .678 .  661 .642 .6i4 .589 .500 
1.00 .900 .914 .932 .953 .976 .988 1.000 
Table 6, Variance reduction in two frame sampling when = 1 
Sampling cost 
ratio cg/c^  
Ng/N = proportion of population in cheap frame 
.5 .  0 .7 .8 .9 .95 1 
.01 .571 .477 .379 .276 .164 .101 .010 
.05 .  656 .573 .482 .381 .260 .186 .050 
.10 .718 .645 .562 .465 .344 .263 .100 
.20 .800 .742 .674 .589 .475 .392 .200 
.30 .857 .812 .757 .686 .582 .503 .300 
.40 .900 .  866 .824 .765 .  676 . 6o4 .400 
.50 .933 .909 .877 .832 .759 .695 .500 
1.00 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
For instance, if in an area where ^0 per cent of the households can be 
reached by telephone, the cost of a phone call is 10 per cent of the cost 
of £ personal interview, and che two groups have the sane variance, the 
ratio of the estimator variances is .$44, or it would take about three 
times the cosz to obtain an estimator wich che same precision by using only 
an area sample. 
(2) Screening of the overlap area found in the 100 per cent sample 
Hartley (I962) also suggests another possible alternative to the multiple 
frame estimator. With this estimator, units in the less than 100 per cent 
frame that have been included in the sample taken from the 100 per cent 
frame are screened out of the sample. Such an estimator is a special case 
of the multiple frame estimator with p taken as zero. Therefore the esti­
mator is 
K KG 
and the approximate variance is 
SF S? 
v(.,) = ^ (1-.J 
^ . "A 
(221) 
"b 
Recognizing that the cost of screening a unit from the 100 per cent 
frame may not be the same as acquiring all the information from these units 
the cost equation for this procedure would be 
 ^ Â^B^ Â • (222) 
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The expected value of C is 
E(C) = (1-A) CA + O + N^ C 
B B 
(22;) 
where = the cost of interviewing the sampled units from the 100 per cent 
frame, =: the cost of interviewing sampled units from the list, and 
= the cost of determining that units sampled from the 100 per cent frame 
are also on the list (screening cost). 
Using the expected cost formula, Equation 223, the optimum values of 
n, and n_ yield 
A B 
n 
_A 1 
a 
D. (L-A) 
where (224) 
— 
Using this expression for n^/n^ in V(Y^), Equation 221, yields 
N •2 
•= R IB KI-O 
A 
) DA + O 
#6 (1-G) 
(22^ ) 
Likewise in C it yields 
a 
C - n.C? (l -r 
VGL (I-A) 
) (226) 
Thus the variance of the screening estimator is 
V. CF (1 + 
A 
^ {l-a) 
(227) 
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On page Go, Equation 21Y, the corresponding multiple frame estimator 
is given to be 
VfYp) = ;r + G p] - (228) 
^ A 
After substituting Equation 2l8 for n^ this variance becomes 
^ p;i H- (229) 
when the total budget C is tiie same for the two types of investiga­
tions the ratio of V(Yp) to V(Y^) will give an indication of the 
relative efficiency of the screening estimator as compared to the multiple 
frame estimator. 
After some algebra this ratio becomes 
p \!p* v p-o: 
Letting w = c^/c* , becomes p- = p/w and the variance ratio 
becomes 
V (1 + 
PP 
0^ " F-G _ 2 
(231) 
(1 + "___) 
p V p V p-a 
Now it can be shown that V /V^ >1 if, and only if, 
P U —  ^  ' 
> —-— 
p - a (2:2) 
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the above equation, w > p/p-O;^ can also be expressed as 
•"— > 1-a + a •— . ,(23&) 
Using the definition of p^ Equation 2l8, and letting 
this becomes 
C, 
1 - ^  or Cg < - c; . (239) 
A 
This indicates that on the average the screening estimator will have 
the lower variance whenever the cost of sampling from the supplementary 
frame is less than the difference between the cost of sampling from the 100 
per cent frame and the cost of screening members of the 100 per cent frame. 
For example, if it costs less to ask informative questions of a person 
on the telephone than it does to ask them face to face, the screening esti­
mator will have the lower variance. 
Some illustrations of the relationship between the variance ratio 
V /V^ and the screening cost ratio w' = C'/C, under various parametric 
p 0 A A 
conditions are given in Tables 7 and 8. These are set up for a low (.25) 
and a high (-75) value of ^ = o^/for a low (.20), a medium .(.50)_, 
and a high (-90) value of O: = ^^A-" for a low (l), a medium (2), 
and a high (lO) value of p = C^/Cg. The range presented for w' is from 
0.0 to 1.0 in increments of .1 . 
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V (l + 
Table 7. ^ = w ^ for 0, = .25 
p "v/p Vp-a 
i P 
a= .20 A 
10 
Q - .90 
2 1 
• 5 .33 .14 .50 .29 , 1 1  .50 15 
.0 1.00 1.09 1.19 1.00 1.20 1.52 1.00 1.20 1.67 
.2 
.99 1.07 1.17 .96 l.l4 1.44 .96 I.l4 1.50 
.2 
.97 1.05 l.l4 .9^ 1.11 1.36 .93 1.09 1.38 
.3 .96 1.03 1.12 .91 1.07 1.29 .91 1.06 1.30 
.4 
.9^ 1.02 1.10 .88 1.03 1.23 .89 1.02 1.23 
.5 .93 1.00 1.07 .86 1.00 1.18 .87 1.00 1.17 
. 6 .92 .99 1.06 .83 .96 1.13 .85 • 97 1.12 
.7 .90 .96 l.o4 .81 .94 1.08 .84 .95 1.08 
.8 .69 .95 1. '2 .81 .92 1.05 .83 .94 l.o4 
.9 .88 .9^ 1.00 .79 .91 1.00 .81 .91 1.00 
1.0 .87 .92 .98 .77 .86 .97 .80 .90 .97 
V (1 + 43) 
Table 8. :^ = -^2 for 0^= .75 
(1 4. --17^ 9==:) 
p vp vp-C 
a = .20 a = .30 a = .90 
w' p 1 2 10 1 2 10 1 2 10 
p .87 .po .25 .87 .50 .20 .87 .26 0
 
VO
 
.0 l.GO 1.10 1.20 1.00 1.26 1.63 1.00 1.35 2.12 
.1 
.99 1.08 1.16 .95 1.20 1.52 .99 1.24 1.82 
.2 •97 1.06 1.15 .92 1.14 1.43 .89 1.16 1.58 
.3 .95 1.04 1.12 .88 1.09 1 .54 .86 1.10 1.44 
.4 
.93 1.02 1.11 .84 l.o4 1.27 1.05 1.32 
.5 .92 1.00 1.08 .82 1.00 1.20 .80 1.00 1.23 
.  0 .90 .98 
.96 
1.06 
.79 .90 1.1 . .78 .96 1.15 
.7 .CO 1.04 .70 .92 I.u9 .76 .9^ 1.C9 
.3 .87 .94 1.02 .74 .9- i.o4 .74 .91 1.03 
.9 .86 • ••3 1.00 .72 .87 1.00 .72 .88 .98 
1.0 .84 .91 .98 .70 .84 .96 .71 .85 .93 
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Since V is always less than or equal to ^ whenever 
the three variances are in this order, < V^. Whenever 
- the relative positions of and V, can be evaluated by examining 
results given by Hartley (1962). After translating his result into the 
notation of this thesis the ratio of V_ and is 
V, 
L 
V, 
(1 + 
^ fp  
(1 + a VW 
a 
w(l + g 
a 
P (P-A) ) 
VP \ fT^ )  
) 
(240) 
This ratio will also be obtained by taking the ratio of the two previously 
determined ratios, 
!o _ Zz _ !E 
V, V, (241) 
When is greater than one the screening estimator will have a 
variance greater than the estimator that only uses the 100 per cent frame. 
The value of w that must exceed for this ratio to be less than one is 
P 
W =: 
[  • J J '  { l~a )  +  a -a]^  
(242) 
In terms of w', V^/V^ will be greater than one when 
w > A i 
( VP "J(t)^ (I-Q) T 
P (L-OQ 
(1-A) (243) 
The ratio, V^/V^ is given in Tables 9 and 10 for the same values of 
i, and p used in Tables 7 and 8. 
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2. stase sampling from the 100 per cent frame 
We now turn to the generalization of these results to two stage 
sampling. When sampling from an area, cost savings can sometimes be made 
by using two stage sampling rather than simple random sampling. This is 
because of a decrease in the cost per unit, mainly traveling cost, due to 
clustering of elements in the selected primary sample units. When using 
two stage sampling, the population is first split into primary sampling 
units, lihen the frame is an area, this may be some political subdivision. 
Within each primary sampling unit there are secondary sampling units. 
These might be farms, households, businesses, and so forth. The variable 
of interest is associated with these sampling units. 
Two methods of sample selection will be considered in this thesis. 
In the first, the primary sampling units are selected with equal probability 
without replacement, and the secondary sampling units are selected with 
equal probability without replacement. The number of secondaries to be 
selected from the t^^ primary will be proportional to the number of second­
aries in that primary. This will result in the same sampling fraction being 
used in each selected primary. When n primaries have been sampled from the 
N available and an expected total of m secondaries is desired from the total 
of M secondaries, the number to be selected from the t^^ primary is 
"•••t = \ I ÏÏ • (244) 
In the second method of sample selection the primaries are selected 
with probability proportional to size with replacement and the same number 
of secondaries are selected without replacement from each selected primary. 
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a. Primaries selected with equal probability and without replacement 
list sampled by simple random sampling In the first situation to be con­
sidered the sample drawn from the less than 100 per cent frame will be a 
simple random sample. This is the most applicable situation because this 
frame will usually be a list. 
In order to help separate the subscripts denoting the primary and 
secondary of a unit from the post stratum of a unit, the post stratum sub­
script will now become a prescript. For example, the value in the t^^ 
primary and a^^ post stratum is denoted by y .. 
a t J 
Taking advantage of the lower variance usually encountered with ratio 
estimation, the estimator of the total for this situation is 
5 A? + AB« AB? ? +  ^
where ^ 
i? - ^ ' iî = ! ! \ ^  = ! i «t ^ ' 
1 
and 
y- I^B 
(2h6) 
B i Hg 
The variance of this quantity is found by a direct application of the 
technique developed by Williams (19d2). The technique is to make the 
substitution 
— ' TH 
y . = .y^. - .Y^. when the tj item is in the i post stratum, 
^tj 1 tj -* f ; 
= 0 , otherwise, (2^7) 
in the variance formula that would be appropriate when post stratification 
is not used. 
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Ignoring the finite population corrections, the variance when sampling 
primaries with equal probability without replacement and the secondaries 
without replacement is 
N N 1 a^t, 
t t 
= = . : ,2 . SF N 
j  
2 
+ + T N-1 
where 
\ = = A«T AB^  ^  ' 
and 
... N (A?C + PAB?T) 
^  • = ? ¥  =  ?  H  
After some algebra, this becomes 
N S ^^t 1 fa^t/- —vp '^a'^t a^^t a 
n ^ m^ M^-1 j i \a tj a 
 ^ D^ T, -,2 (AB^ T " AB^ T AB^  ^2 
, ab tj ab ' 
J L 
(248) 
_ ] (249) 
- 2 ^ (a^'t - a\ a^'Kab^'t ' ab\ ab^)| 
 ^F I (a\ - a«t ^ | ^ = 
+ # (A\-A^ =T :J)(ABFT-AB"T AB%) *  S '  
N o w  l e t t i n g  
M 
m. m 
t N 
"t M n ' 
the fixed rate mentioned above. 
n  i Y t  
1? = N 
G I'^ T 
.m 
1 
(250) 
and 
V(Y) = / 2 J M N T^ AB^ T 
m t M^-1 J L 
, -NP (AB^ T'AB^ C AB^ ^^  
(AB^ TJ-AB^ ) -  ^ . 
N (AB^ T'AB^ T AB^ ^^  
n t N-1 
g 
M N (ab?t-ab%t ab?)(aTt-aMt a?) 
M^ -1 
S ^ A'^ T'A^ T A^ (^AB^ T"AB^ T AB^  ^
" n t N-1 
( 
M ^ t a^t 
-2 
J m t M -1 
A?)' 
V2 
£= S (jVA^i . g 
+ n t %-l j ^ Hg OF 
>>t2 
- m - 2pB + A] + q=— of 
(251) 
where 
C = 3 AB^ C 
y V\2 
^ab t ab t ab 
M, 
Y)^  
K^ -1 
2 JK. 
— N t ab t ab 
+ " 
C y - Y) 
y M M ^a^tj a '  
A = V 
2 
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«t 
C M I M^ -1 
_ «= % Q^ T-A«T 
•"'" ÎF ? —¥0 
(252) 
and 
 ^ A^^ T"A\ A^ ^^ AB^ T'AB^ T AÏ^  
- m ^ t N-1 
A simple cost equation for this sampling scheme would be 
CO = + C^ N+ (25$) 
where is the cost of selecting a primary unit, is the cost of sampling 
a secondary unit after the primary has been selected, and is the cost of 
sampling a unit from the less than 100 per cent frame. 
In order to obtain the minimum variance subject to this fixed cost 
equation it is necessary to find the optimum values for n, m, n^ and the 
•weighting factor p. With the variance as given above it is more convenient 
to find the optimum value for n by finding the optimum value for m and 
dividing this into the optimum for m. 
Symbolically, this problem is one of minimization of V = f(m,m,n^jp) 
subject to the side condition that 
C + C 
CO = * ( E ) + - (25^ 0 
One approach to this problem is to set the derivatives of V with respect to 
each of the variables, m, m, n^, and p, subject to C, equal to zero and 
B'Û 
solve the resulting series of four equations in four unknowns for the values 
of the variables that will then minimize V. Another approach that will be 
applicable whenever some other condition specifies a value for one of the 
four variables is to set this variable equal to a constant and find the 
optimum values of the other variables as a function of this quantity. With 
this approach the variance becomes a function of the variable held constant. 
If desired the variance can then be minimized with respect to this variable. 
For example, consider the situation in which the average number of second­
aries per primary is fixed at in. 
In this situation the cost equation above can be written as 
C, 
Using this cost equation the optimum p' is found to be 
(255) 
, _ A/C - fB/c)' 
^0 ~ / D C 
i - (!)> 
4  P* - Q (2:6) 
wnere 
O C AB" 
P " = 5 ' P = ÏÏT' ° = IT = IT • 
JJ JJ 
The cost equation can be rewritten as 
(=0 = ' c7 = "^a" + 7 p*) 
A O^ ^  
Cm C,m . 
= 77- (PÔ P" + A) = [PQ (P*-G) + (1 - C) 
(257) 
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since 
o m 2 B , B 
— = — a — and q = 1 - p - — 
c; n„ C o o C 
0 
Combining this expression with 
V(?) = F |C P'= - A - F'L + EG 
and using 
P ' = P ' I -
o N p* - a 
yields 
V(?) = F C|P- + ^ P-I + Q: OF 
v2 P' C C 
= m C If LP^ P* + O] = c ^ p* " 
N? 
(258) 
as the variance of Y whenever m is held constant and the optimum values 
of m, n_, and p have been determined as functions of m . ; G; f 
Since 
9 = M 7+ JX AB? P + 4 (259) 
a a ab 
we can also write V(Y) as 
V(Y) = E^nj) +^,«2 p= V(^, y) + 2n ,,Mp Cov(J,^.J) + S|q= V(y ) 
Matching coefficients of the powers of p in the above with 
Lf 
m l '  I  n .  V(Y) = — ^Cp^ - 2pB-rA|> 4- of 
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yields 
= m V( ^y), A - (l-Q')^ m V(^y) 
and 
B = -a(l-a) m Covf^yf^^y) -
(261) 
Therefore, 
A 
C 
and 
3 
C 
. V(/) 
1^  C°'(AY AB?) 
« V(AB?) 
(1^ )2 V^ A') 
V(^ Y^) 
1 - a  
a 
R 
V(A7) 
V(ABF) 
(262) 
(263) 
where 
R = 
F<^ °^ (A^  AB?) 
'V(^ BY) V(J) 
and 
r 
a 
= V 
(-A-/ V(-;Y) - (-A-) 
2 FCO^ FA^ 'ABY)^  ^
V(AB7) / J  
p* - a 
1(^5^^^ (1 - %=: 
= <!• 
V(ABF) 
'M VF^ YY) 
(26t) 
The optimum value of p that was found previously for the case of 
Simple random sampling can also be derived from the above considerations 
by allowing n := N = 1. This eliminates the necessity of holding m con­
stant as was done in the above analysis. 
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To show this let N = n = 1 in 
(265) 
(266) 
lAen N = n = 1 
a"t Â + <.b«t ab't F A» a'^ + ab" ab? P 
- A; = M 
a\ a^ + ab"c ab'' ^  a" a? + ab" ab^ P 
= T = M = • 
Similarly Y = Y = Y' and 
f ) 2^ 
V(?) = ! R? («/J-AF)^  + P"" " ' ' j  (AB^ J-ABY)^ ! + F ^ ^ . 
I j 2 
Also, when n = N = 1 
(A^ J-A?)' (AB^ J-AB?)' 
A = -SW ' C = (267) 
and because 
- I^ 'C I^  = 0, 
(268) 
3 = 0. 
[herefore, 
V(Y) =  ^JA + P2 + EG QZ . (269) 
Earlier the variance of Y with simple random sampling is given to be 
100 
V(Y) = — Z °B (270) 
I * ZD J NG 
When Chere is only one primary 
= M' "A = M (271) 
and making the assumption that 
^M-1 = M and M-1 = M (272) 
there is agreement between these two forms of this variance. Therefore, 
A = (L-C) 0^  
c = a 0^, . 
ab 
In the previous case 
(273) 
_ I gi(l-a) (274) 
P ~ ' p-a 
wnere 
(2! = 0^ /CR^ , . 
a ab 
With the above relationships 
D =  ^
c  l - a  
and (272) 
, = 
o aJ p-cc 
With n = N = 1 the two stage p 
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KOW 
P ; (277) 
which implicJ 
P (278) 
as was derived directly from the simple random sampling case. 
The discussion above has centered upon the special case of holding the 
average number of secondaries to sample from each selected primary constant. 
In the following this restriction will be relaxed in order to consider the 
problem of variance minimization in the more general case. This can be 
accomplished by taking the results found above for a fixed m and minimizing 
the variance function with respect to in. 
/N 
The variance of Y as a function of m only is given by Equation 2$o on 
page 97. 
V(Y) 
C, C 
A 
(PÔ P* + % (279) C A P *  
o 
where 
Ï-K; + C2) = CP 
B B 
c 
MJ.-1 
_ S® S " AB^ T AB^ ' 
+ " ^ f 
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A?)" 
t M j 
- J)^ M. 
M^ -1 
_ N „ 2 N {,\-a«t a^)' 
N-1 
K (A^ C - », A^ )(AB\ " A;,\ AB^ ' 
® = ? M(M^ -L) 
, «2 S (a^c - a"t a^'^ab\ ' ab"t ab?' 
% 
- " W i  N-I 
,A B 
'c " cs' ° 
and 
C p' a 
B 
1-p' - c 
are all functions of m. 
Rewriting V(Y) yields 
V(Y) = ^ of [p' ( C ps(- - a) + a(l - ®)]2 
C B B 
o 
= m' 
2 °B 
[(C - Ci)  CI:(| - 1^ )1 + Q:(I 
(280) 
Ecause of the form in which B and C are presented they can be redefined 
as 
A = a* + 2 m 
B = V -r n m 
C = 7 + 5 m 
(281) 
where the Q:*, v, and y represent the within primary components and 3, n, 
ano Ô represent between primary components. With these new definitions and 
P' 3s deiined above, the variance as a function of m becomes 
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V(Y) = 
M CS C; (7+Ô m) 
M CG O GG 
a. 
0!*+P m _ n m)^i 
. 7+Ô m (7+Ô m) 
1 '2 
V + n râ 
7 + ô m 
(282) 
The value of m that would minimize Equation 282 will also minimize 
1% 
V*(Y) = 
c  V(Y) ^ 
o ^ ' 
F 
. i 
(7+Ô m) (C^+Cg Si) 
» S " 
a 
g* + p m fy -r n m")^ 
7 + <5 m (7 + Ô m)^ (28$) 
1 -
V + n m 
7 + 0 m 
Taking the derivatives of V*(Y), Equation 283, with respect to m and 
setting the result equal to zero yields 
( 
d V* 
d m 
i(-/+6 B)(C^ +C2 m) 
° s 
-a a 
g^-r 6 m fv -r n 
7 + Û m (7 T Ô m)^ 
( 
X (%< 
i 
^ m -r n 
7 4- 6 m (7 T ô 
"(7+Ô M) I 
4.A (! ".-."•'(L 
'6 CgigZ -
m^ or a L B B 
-Ô C X * ) ( y-TÛ m) - 2(^ 7 
(7 -f 6 50^  1 
(7 4- ô m)' 
= 0 . 
After some algebra this becomes 
loii 
(/+ù m) |^(û:'Vi3 m)(7+û m) - (p + H (o Cg nT' - y C^ ) 
R'_ 
V mf(7+ô m)(C^ +Cg E) - S o| <j S 6(^ 7-6 a*) - 24(4 y - ô v )  
•}• 1^7(^7-0 OT^) - 2V(4 7-6^)] 
^ ^ f 
= 2(4 7-6V)(CG 0§) 5^/^||^(7+6 M)(C^+C2 5) - C2 E 
X [(A*+P E} (7+Ô M) - (V + 4. E)^]J . (264) 
Squaring both sides of this expression and collecting terms by the 
coefficients of m yields a 10th degree equation in in. 
D^ + D^ M^ + D^ + D^ IN"^ + D^^ M° + D^ M^ + DG 5I^ + D^ + DG RÔ^ 
+ M + = 0 , (285) 
where the are all functions of a*, Ç>, y, C^, 0^ and CL. 
Since a general analytic solution of a 10th degree equation does not 
exist it would be necessary to use some approximate methods to obtain 
solutions of this equation. If there would be more than one positive real 
root of this equation the alternate choices would have to be substituted 
into the variance expression to decermine which produces the minimum 
variance. 
The method used earlier to find an approximate value for the optimum p 
when a biquadratic equation was encountered could also be used in this 
situation to obtain an approximate value m to minimize V* computed for each 
of these values. Then a second degree curve could be fitted to the three 
points obtained. The minimum of this curve could then be determined as a 
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b. Possible alternates to the multiple frame approach 
(1) Primaries selected with equal probability and without ruplace-
menu, secondaries sampled proportional to primary size, list ignored An 
alternate to the above sampling plan would be to ignore the smaller frame in 
obtaining the estimate. Such a plan would be the usual two stage sampling 
from the 100 per cent frame. However, when making use of post stratification 
to improve the estimator it becomes a special case of the plan discussed in 
section a above, with p = 1 and q = 0. 
In determining optimum allocation it will be assumed that m is constant. 
There is no need for such an assumption with this design. However, it does 
enable the comparison with the design utilizing an optimum p to be greatly 
simplified. 
With all these assumptions and using the notation presented in the pre-
ceeding case the estimator and its variance become 
(286) 
and 
The comparable cost equation 
C 
0 
C, n -i- C-m (288) 
or when holding m constant 
C 
o 
C.m 
A 
(289) 
Thus 
(290) 
IO6 
To compare these plans use 
V'Y) V 
_E 
a. k 
Q: 1 + ^  -2 
<JP-(P^-A) +  (1 - |)A 
QPX- 1 + Q - 2  ^  
- 1  
B 
+ 1+R (^) 
/v( V) 
VFAB?)' 
'M VCG^Y) (^) /V( y) 
V(ABF) 
1% 
IPQ [p ?'-!] + 1+R (^) 
77 (^) T +R + (1-R' 
L' a 
+ R + ( l -R=) 
(291) 
The parameters of this expression are 
A = ÏB 
M 
ab M V(^y) 
ÎT' VI;^) "  " 
P = 
S ' 
and (292) 
The value of p' is also obtained as a function of these parameters. 
Tables 11 and 12 contaii: examples of the relationship of the various 
paramete-rs to the variance ratio, V^/V^. In Table 11 only 10 per cent of 
the 100 per cent frame is covered by the supplementary frame. In Table 12 
90 per cent is covered. The values in these tables as well as Tables 15 
and l4 were computed by the University of Wyoming's IBM l620 computer. 
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V ' jp '  [p-r ' - l ]  + 1+E (^)  t '4 
Table 11. -2 = J—— 2 S for a = .10 
1 T '+R] + (I-E?)} 
p T' ! 1.0 2.0 ! 8.0 
T .25 1.00 4.00 .25 1.00 4.00 .25 1.00 4.00 
1.0 
-.9 
-O 
R 0 
.5 
.9 
.045 .077 .092 
.209 .126 .094 
.712 .610 .555 
.992 .971 .954 
.837 .864 .878 
.044 .020 .013 
.613 .502 .450 
.980 .938 .909 
.893 .937 .957 
.447 .483 .504 
3.0 
-.9 
-.5 
R 0 
• 5 
.9 
.002 .012 .019 
.361 .258 .214 
.851 .766 .718 
.994 1.000 .998 
.695 .728 .747 
.023 .007 .003 1 .128 .087 .072 
.554 .443 .392 1 .757 .655 .605 
.960 .907 .873 11.000 .991 ;978 
.926 .963 .978 ! .779 .842 .873 
.506 .542 .563 1 .297 .331 .350 
! 
V (P; [PT'-I] + I+R (^) T^R 
' i 
P 
T '  1.0 2.0 8.0 
T  .25 1.00 4.00 .25 1.00 4.00 .25 1.00 4.00 
-.9 
1 -.5 
1.0 jR 0 
1 
.525 .554 .619 
.549 .601 .707 
.555 .610 .712 
.547 .590 .668 
.523 .544 .580 
.142 .163 .215 
.159 .199 .293 
.164 .207 .300 
.158 .191 .258 
.l4i .156 .183 
3.0 
-.9 
-•5 
R 0 
• 5 
.9 
.358 .385 .451 
.381 .432 .543 
.387 .441 .549 
.378 .421 .502 
.355 .375 .411 
.186 .209 .265 
.205 .249 .351 
.210 .257 .356 
.203 .240 .311 
.184 .201 .231 
.052 .066 .103 
.064 .091 .165 
.067 .097 .169 
.062 .085 .136 
.051 .061 .080 
lo8 
(2) Screening of secondary units found in two stage sample that 
are also in the less than 100 per cent frame Another alternate to the 
sampling plan suggested in section a^ above, would be to remove by screening 
those secondary units found in the two stage sample that are also in the 
less than 100 per cent frame. This plan would amount to setting p = 0 and 
q = 1 in the general plan of section a. For the determination of the 
optimum allocation under such a plan there would be another cost factor to 
consider, the ratio of the cost of screening two stage elements as well as 
the cost of completely sampling them. This is the same screening cost as 
was discussed on page 83. 
Once again for simplicity, the assumption will be made that the average 
number of secondaries to be taken per primary, m, has been previously 
determined and the other optimums are based upon this figure. After the 
imposition of these restrictions the estimator and its variance becomes 
and 
M 5 \ a«t , ^a\-a\ a?)' 
+ ; ? —K— i 
°B » 
= .M= V(J) + ^ of 
The cost of a survey conducted in such a manner would be 
+ ^ 2 ^  A^'T + (^2 ^  AB™T + "S 
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where the new cost is the cost of determining the domain to which the 
secondary units belong (screening cost). Since and are random 
variables the optimum allocation will be determined in terms of the expected 
cost which is 
n $ N . n ^  
E(CJ = C^N + CG ^  Z E(^MJ + ^ Z 
n N , . (29Ô) 
" ^1^ N ? MT (^2 A^T ^2 AB\^ 
t 
In order to be comparable with section a it is assumed that the 
primaries have been sampled at a fixed rate, m^/M^ = m/M N/n, thus 
E(CO) = ("=2 A® + <=2 AB") + "BS 
= C^N^M [CG (L-A) T  AJ +  «GCG (2S7) 
= CJ" + •« C» + 
= <=A " S"B 
where C| = C^/m + Cg . 
Now the partial derivatives of the variance, Equation 29^, subject 
CO the restriction imposed by this expected cost when set equal to zero and 
solved for m and n^ yield 
2 A 
" = 7% 
Î - ;,CJ 
and (290) 
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Using these expressions, the variance, V , can be rewritten as 
V. 
m 
B A/ 
and the expected cost as 
E(CN) = C; m 
,  ^ s i <=ir-
= Cf m 
A 
1 + A 
h 1 
±J pwA/ 
where 
pw 
= 1 y k' • 
(299) 
(^00) 
as 
Combining these expressions results in a variance of 
^0 = 
E(CO) 
Cf c? 
4-1;' 
" "tl 
1 + a 
p w A 
'A "B /A\ 
1 + A 
I I''" 
A p  w  ;  
(501) 
In terms of the parameters used in Equation 291 this can also be written 
0? Cf 
^0 E(CJ ^(L-A)^ C T'] [1 + ~ (p w T T') 0C2) 
T.ie variance of Y using the optimum multiple frame weights and the 
standard cost function is 
C. of cf 
V 
? 
'  ^ (P T'-I) +  (1 +  ^  R T 
"O P 1^0 
1-A -K 12 
a )j (ÎC3) 
rhus the ratio of these two expressions becomes 
Ill 
V [pi (p-r'-l) + (1 + ^  R 
= 2 H R— (304) 
^0 PW [(L-A)2 T T'][L + (P" 
The same parameters are in this ratio as are in the ratio of to in 
Section (l) with the addition of the cost ratio w which is equal to 
=A* % + 9 
(305) 
Since 
% = c^ (i-a) + c' 0: = c_(l-a + c'/c a) ($o6) 
w will equal one when or when the screening cost is equal to the 
interview cost. When = 0 then 
1 4- (l-a) m C /C 
C| = (l-a) Cg and » . 1 + S Cj/Cj (5°'" 
The smallest w can be is 
m C 
w = (l + ~ ) (308) 
^1 
when a = 1, and the largest is one when o: ^  0, i.e., 
1 M CG/C, 
W = 
1 -f m Cg/C^ (309) 
Some examples of V /V^ are given in Tables 13, l4, 1} and l6 for some 
of the same values of the parameters used in Tables 11 and 12 with the 
acdition of a series of values for w. When t' times p equals one, the 
denominator of p' becomes zero, thus this case is left out of the tables. 
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Table 13. 
[p/ (pT-1) + (1 
I-G 
A R 
[(l-a)2 T T'][1 + (pw T T') 5 
for O. = .10, p - 1 
1-A 
i T' 2.0 4.0 8.0 R 
! w 
i 
T 
.25 1.00 4.00 
! 
.25 1.00 4.00 .23 1.00 Loo 
10 .131 .400 .  660 .008 .002 .017 .181 .131 .106 
-.90 50 .039 .101 .150 .002 .000 .004 .o46 .030 .023 
1. 00 .022 .034 .077 .001 .000 .002 .024 .013 .011 
10 
.772 .730 .703 2.045 2.233 2.334 3.231 3.379 3.779 
-.50 50 .232 .184 .160 .338 .331 .516 .821 .812 .807 
1. 00 .129 .098 .082 .302 .277 .264 .436 .419 .410 
. 10 3.333 3.960 4.4o8 3.228 6.144 6.731 6.397 7.317 8.086 
0 • 50 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.426 1.460 1.479 1.666 1.703 1.727 
1. 00 .358 .331 .316 •IL-' .762 .736 .884 .880 .877 
. 10 3.628 7.000 7.993 6.760 8.061 8.926 7.283 8.331 8.980 
.50 • 50 1.689 1.767 1.8i4 1.844 1.916 1.936 I 1.839 1.890 1.918 
1. 00 .942 .936 .936 : 1.000 1.000 1.000! .976 .976 .974 
. 10 3.417 6.717 7.639 4.824 3.641 6.181 4.133 4.633 4.928 
.90 • 50 1.623 1.696 1.738 1.316 1.341 1.334 1.048 1.031 1.032 
1 
-• 
00 
.907 .900 .896 
1 
.715 .700 .692 .336 .342 .333 
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Table ik. % [p: (pT-l) + (1 + II T—' II Q. 
[(l-ci) ^ T T'][1 + ~ (pw T 
1 J-Ui. LX, II T—'
 
II Q. 
! T 1.0 ! 2.0 8.0 
R 
1.00 4.00 .25 1.00 4.00 .25 1.00 4.00 
1 .10 1 .006 .069 .143 .089 .044 .025 . 636 .615 .603 
-.9G ! .50 ! .002 .017 .032 .023 .010 .005 .147 .133 .125 
1 1.00 j .001 .009 .016 .012 .005 .003 .076 .067 .063 
.10 j 1.513 1.610 1.673 2.769 3.053 3.230 4.787 5.141 5.342 
-.50 .50 1 .428 .392 .371 .720 .705 .697 1.105 1.109 1.110 
: 1.00 i .235 .206 .191 .385 .365 .355 .573 .565 .560 
.10 4.517 5.360 5.936 6.082 7.023 7.620 8.025 8.735 9.159 
0 .50 1.279 1.304 1.318 1.582 1.622 1.643 1.853 1.884 1.900 
1.00 .701 .685 .676 .847 .840 .837 .960 .959 .959 
.10 6.39^ 7.765 8.709 7.114 8.273 9.011 7.575 8.235 8.610 
.50 . >0 1.810 1.889 1.936 1.851 1.910 1.9*3 1.749 1.776 1.790 
1.00 
.993 .992 .992 .990 .990 .990 .906 .904 .903 
.10 5.099 6.103 6.790 4.425 5.027 5.4o6 3.289 3.490 3.603 
.90 .50 1.444 1.484 1.508 1.151 1.161 1.166 .760 .753 .749 
1.00 .792 .780 .773 . 616 .601 .5:4 .394 .383 .378 
Table 15. ^ = — for G = .90, p = 1 
0 P [(l-a)^ T T'][l -r — (pw t t') 
1 
1 t '  2.0 4.0 8.0 
R 
ILR .2; 1.00 4.00 .25 1.00 4.00 .25 1.00 4.00 
i 
10 .904 .816 . 666 .918 .845 .720 .955 CD
 
.776 
-.9G 50 .852 .729 .558 .846 .725 .542 .855 .708 .555 
1. 00 .816 .672 . 466 
.797 .648 .449 .763 .612 .421 
. 10 .991 .985 .967 i.o4o 1.078 1.148 1.097 1.190 1.560 
-.50 
• 
50 .954 Co
 
.785 .958 . ;"22 .865 .979 .962 .957 
1. 00 .895 .809 .677 .902 .826 .716 .905 .852 • 757 
. 10 1.061 1.120 1.256 1.122 1.241 1.474 1.194 1.585 1.755 
0 
• 
50 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.055 1.062 1.110 1.066 1.121 1.209 
CO .958 .922 .865 .975 .952 .919 .985 .969 .951 
. 10 1.102 1.204 l.4o6 1.152 1.504 l.6o4 1.211 1.420 1.827 
.50 
• 
50 1.059 1.075 1.158 1.061 1.116 1.208 1.081 1.149 1.258 
1. CO 
.995 .991 .984 1.000 1.000 1.000 .996 .994 .990 
. 10 1.099 1.197 1.592 1.115 1.224 1.458 1.126 1.248 1.476 
.90 
• 
50 1.056 1.068 1.126 1.025 1.047 1.085 1.005 1.010 1.016 
1. 00 
.992 .985 .97^ . 966 .956 .897: .927 .875 .800 
11.5 
Table l6. — —— — for Ci = .$0, p - 3 
0 [(l-«)^ T t'][1 + — (pw T t') 
T' 1.0 2.0 6.0 
R 
w .25 1.00 4.00 .25 1.00 4.00 .25 1.00 4.CO 
10 .912 .855 . 698 .927 .862 .752 .964 .955 .885 
-.90 
• 
50 .849 .727 .542 .859 .715 .559 .799 .668 .511 
1. 00 .806 .  660 .458 .781 .628 .455 .702 .558 .567 
• 10 1.019 1.057 1.071 1.072 l.l4o 1.267 1.227 1.459 1.817 
-.50 
• 
50 .949 .905 .855 .970 .946 .907 1.018 1.051 1.048 
00 .900 .821 .705 .905 .851 .730 .894 .829 .752 
10 1.096 1.190 1.573 1.162 1.521 1.651 1.560 1.710 2.561 
0 
• 
50 1.020 1.057 1.067 1.052 1.096 1.168 1.128 1.225 1.562 
1. 00 .968 .942 .901 .979 .965 .940 .991 .965 .978 
. 10 1.151 1.262 1.521 1.185 1.569 1.729 1.545 1.675 2.290 
.50 
• 
50 1.053 1.100 1.182 1.075 1.156 1.259 l . l l 4  1.200 1.521 
1. 00 
.999 .999 .998 .999 .998 .996 .979 .965 .948 
. 10 1.107 1.215 1.421 1.121 1.258 1.461 1.155 1.292 1.555 
.90 
• 
50 1.051 1.058 1.104 1.014 1.027 l.o46 .956 .925 .885 
1. CO 
.976 .960 .952 .945 .902 .841 .840 .744 .655 
ll6 
3. Primaries selected ^ith probability proportional to size 
The second method of two stage sampling from the 100 per cent frame is 
to select the primaries with probabilities proportional to size with re­
placement and the same number, k, of secondaries from each selected primary. 
The probability of the selection of the t^^ primary is M^/M where 
M = I . (310) 
Once more it is assumed that the sampling done from the list is simple 
random sampling. Also if a primary should be selected twice because of 
replacement sampling, a separate random sample of secondaries will be drawn. 
The estimator is in the same form as with the previous sampling scheme 
namely. 
The variance of this quantity may also be found by reference to Williams 
(1962). Ignoring once more the finite population corrections the variance 
of Y is 
V(Y) -
V M 
1 ' 
2 I 
J "B 
After some algebra this becomes 
- ; I (-T-'T )l - R • D:") 
, 1 K 
^Mn (. k M^-1 
{ M 
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22 
M. A%)(AB%T-AB%C AB%) 
1 N^U(AVA'^TA^)' 
4- — /. 
n tiri 
I. 
MF + P' 
( Y - M y)' 
lab t ab t ab ^ 
M-F 
O _ _ N K-
^ ^A^T'A^T A^) (AB^["AB"C AB^^J I ^ °B 
N 
+ P2 I  I ., S^L ^  /IKVAAZL 1^1 
Mk t ab wt t M 
"t . J/ 
1 N JVT-A^T A^)(AB\-AB''T AB^) 
N M (AT^C-A^'T A'^)(AB^T-AB''T AB^)| 
* • * ?  i  
..2 
M2 K" 
— [C^ p^ - 2pB* + A^] -r q^ 0? . 
n ^ ^ ^ Rg B 
(31^) 
The cost function for this method is 
G = nC, -r nkC_ -r n^C„ = n(c^  -r kC„)-r n__C_, 
i ^ nn i c: h h 
= nC^ -r n^Cg when k is given. 
(314) 
Because the fom of the variance Equation 315 and the cost Equation 51^ 
are identical to the foras of Equation 251 and Equation 25^ for the first 
sampling plan, the analysis that follows these forms is directly applicable 
to the present situation. The values C*; and are not identical to 
3; and A but for purposes of analysis uhey can be treated similarly. 
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C. The Estimation of Variances 
Thus far only estimates of populationtotals or means and the variances 
of the distribution of these quantities have been considered. Before these 
results can be used for more than point estimates of the totals and means 
it is necessary to obtain estimates of the variances. 
The estimates to be presented in this section can be classified as the 
most natural or most convenient estimates of the variances. No general 
claim of any other properties will be made for them. However, most of them 
will be unbiased whenever large samples have been drawn and whenever finite 
population corrections can be ignored. Some numerical examples of using 
these estimates have been presented in the comparison between the multiple 
frame and the modified-ninimum chi-square process of estimation in Table 2. 
Any discussion of the estimation of variances when dealing with :iulti-
ple frame estimates cannot be separated from the estimation of the weights 
used to combine independent estimates. In previous discussions these 
weights were determined optimally using information that would not be known 
in an applied case. For example, the optimum value of p given on page 36 
for the estimation of is 
(315) p 
n N 
A "3 
NJ a(i-a) ^ P(I-P) 
where 
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Since it is assumed that the frame sizes, N. and N , were known if Ci 
•* A 
and P were known the size of the overlap, would be known and there 
would be no need for a sampling investigation. In other situations unknown 
population means and/or variances are part of the optimum weight frrmulas. 
The variance formulai; being minimized do not allow for any variation 
in the weights. Thus, the estimation of the weights from information con­
tained in the sample would mean that the variance formulas as derived would 
not be correct. Therefore, the weights must be determined from information 
not contained in the survey. This is a universal problem in sample surveys 
when attempts are made to minimize variances by using optimum sampling 
characteristics. One good source of good approximations to che unknown 
quantities is past studies of the same or similar populations. Table 1, 
page 4o, indicates that for the estimation of that using non-optimum 
weights does not cause great variance inflation except in very extreme 
situations. 
Once the value of the weights have been determined the estimation of 
individual domain variances and in some cases domain means becomes the next 
problem. 
Ifhen the domain sizes are known and a simple random sample of size n 
has been drawn from the population, Cochran (196$), page 3^, gives 
N. 
2 
N. 
J J 
where 
is the number of sample units in the domain 
is the size of the j domain 
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y. . is the value of the observation in the i domain 
and n. 
K?L ^II 
^I = 
as an estimate of the variance of the mean of the j*"" domain. 
LI.;ing this result thi: following can be used for variance estimates of 
a simple random sample with known domain sizes. When 
^ + "ab (P Kh * ^ ^ab' + '"'b ^b 
X' 
A f (=a (1-°) + G <bj + ^ + P l"" =ab] 
IVhen frame A is the 100 per cent frame, = 0, 
^ y» + "ab (p y'ab + '  ^ ab' 
and 
v(Y) . I (a: (1-a) + « P- S-} + I 3-
(317) 
(318) 
For the two stage sampling case given in sections B.2 and B.3 Cochran's 
result can be easily extended to give the following estimates. IVhen the 
primaries are sampled without replacement and the secondaries are sampled 
proportional to the size of the primary 
= a^' a' * ab« " (319) 
and 
M m 
V(Y) = <1 
X S t ab "t 
M. -1 J 
(AB^TJ-ABY)^ 
(AB^T'AB^T AB^ 
-1,2 
n-1 
-2PM I 'AB^T-AB^'T ABYITA\'A\ J 
|m t M^-1 
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N (AB^T'AB^C AB^^LB^T'A^C A^) 
n 
( 
— ZU 
t n-1 
+  < ^ 2 - ^  V  
m t m^-1 j 
(A?C-A"C 
\2] \;2 
m 
n n-1 
J "b 3 
(320) 
Vraen the primaries are sampled with replacement and with probability 
proportional to size and an equal number, k, of secondaries are taken from 
each primary the estimates are 
^ = a" a? + ab" ab^ ? + %% ^ (321) 
and 
1 1  a  
- N IM GITT 
AÎT, (A'^VA^ A?)^ 
? (A^TJ-A?) =— 
(AB\-AB\ AB7)M" 
Mk t m. 
FL 2 ^  (A^-A^L A^)(AB\-AB". AB?) 
m 
t; t t a t a^ ^  ^ao t ao c a o "  
- ) • ' ï ' ï  
(322) 
For the situations discussed in section A, part 2, where the domain 
sizes are not known, Cochran (l9©)^ page 35^ shows that 
\2 
X- n-1 : (1 - #) SF V/ 
waere 
K is the size of the Do-oulation 
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n is the size of the samole 
v.. is the value of the i*"'^ observation in the domain 
is the number of sample observations in the j domain 
/s N 
Y = — y.. is an estimate of the variance of the total 
J N 1=1 
in the j domain. 
Using this result the following can be used as an estimate of the 
variance •••jhen a simple random sample has been drawn and the domain sizes 
are unknown. When 
A B 
NF R 1 
v(Y) = ^ <(!-«) + a p2 s*^2 + a(l-a)(y^- py^b)^> 
A • 
R 1 
~ 2 qZ + p(l-p) (y^-q3^y)^ (52p) 
2y letting y^^ become a count variable, i.e., 
. th , . th 
y. . = i wnen the i observation is in tne j domain 
= 0 otherwise (526) 
Equation 325 becomes 
v2 ^•(n-n.) 
(527; 
which becomes 
t2 n (n-n.) 
1 _J J_ (328) 
when the finite population correction can be ignored and the sample is 
large. Using this result the following can be used as estimates of the 
variances of the estimates of the domain sizes. 
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I\Ticn uaare are two frames 
"A., _ !B.„ 
= P ^  Kb " 9 "ab 
and 
^ "AB("B-"AB) 
\ "A 
v(K ^) = p2_^ ^  ""  + q ^ —   ^ (550) 
^ ab-^ ^ n, n, r ,  a  /  
tnere are three frair.es the estimates are 
0 ""A , „ 
-» - = p 7 — n + q . — n , 
ao ab n, ab aD n ab 
A B 
N = p — n' + q — n" 
ac ac n, ac ac ac 
A C 
, , %C » II K, = p, — n, 4- q, — n." 
be be n De be n be 
''A I Ï N N =PA — n , T p- — n 
abc A aoc fl 
and the estimates of the variances are 
A^ '^ab^ A^ a^j/ p "B "ab^ "B "ab V P ^ AB(^A"%B) ? ^
V(.S,, ) = P,. : - Q,. — 
ab'^  a^b n, n. ab n_ n„ 
A A B B 
V2 _ : ' "I M2 _II 
v(N ) = p^  _A^ ÇlA_^  . q2 _Ç_açl_Ç_aç 
^ae ac 
^ 2 h ^3C(*B"^BC) , 2 FÇ 
V • N, ; = P -T Q' 
bc bc Dg aj DC .g Hg 
, "A "IbcK-'Ibc) sSSçtvSal 
'•T^abc) = PA R T + Pb n. n. 
A 'B B 
T P 
P ""'ABC^^C'VOC' 
(531) 
(332) 
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V. SMOWAY 
In this thesis the problem of more than one source of the members of a 
population has been considered, Tvvo situations have been discussed. In 
one the number of units in each of several subpopulations is know, thus 
post-strati.:ied sampling techniques can be used. In the other the number 
of units in each of several subpopulations is not known, thus domain esti­
mation sampling techniques need to be used. 
The primary concern of the thesis has been to present estimators of 
the multiple frame type suggested by Hartley (1962), derive their variances 
and estimates of the variances, find optimal sampling and estimation pro­
cedures^ and to compare this technique with possible alternate sampling 
plans. 
It has been shown that, in general, when using optimum weights and 
sample allocations :he multiple frame estimators have variances no larger 
than corresponding single frame estimators. Whenever there exists the 
possibility of using a screening procedure with a resulting cost savings 
due to screening, situations have been found in which the multiple frame 
estimators do not perform as well. 
In addition to che main purpose of the thesis, some secondary research 
was carried out on some applied mathematics situations. For example, an 
an iterative procedure was used to determine optimal sampling and estimation 
procedures when three frames were used for the estimation of the population 
size. 
It is hoped that research into the use of this technique will be 
continued. Kany new areas of interest are being explored by the use of 
probability sampling and in many of them the location of a unique sampling 
125 
frame is quite difficult. Also there is a great deal of information needed 
about such areas as the relationship between screening costs and interview 
cosus. The applicable range of the parameters used in the tables of this 
thesis for any given applied area of research would be of great importance. 
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